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ELECTRAD
Serves Service Men
THE biggest factor in the performance of a radio set, after it leaves
the retailer, is SERVICE. The service man, therefore, is one of the
most important links in the chain of customer satisfaction, extending
from the manufacturer to the final purchaser.
That is why ELECTRAD serves the service man with helpful ideas and
replacement parts which save his time, labor and money, and which reflect
credit on his skill and knowledge.
If you haven't an ELECTRAD Catalog handy for consultation, mail
coupon for a FREE copg.

Here's a 110-Watter
That Stands Up
Stop guessing about resistors! This ELECTRAD 10-Watter is compact, wire -wound and
vitreous -enameled. It is non - porous and
moisture -proof. It has positive electrical contacts and non -corrosive Monel metal contact
bands and lugs. Its resistance is stable. And
it comes in 41 values at only 35c each, list.
Also in larger sizes and ratings.

Two -Purpose

TRUVOLTS
Have a Safety Factor
of 1,000 VOLTS
And in addition, these exclusive features: (1) Patented
design permits larger wire and
open-air cooling. (2) Double spiral winding insures perfect
electrical contacts.
(3) Sliding clips
provide exact adjustments. (4) Fulllength fibre protecAll
tive guard.
Standard Sizes.

Volume Controls
A standard volume control, or combined with
power -switch. Just snap
out the plain end cover
and snap in the switch
assembly. All done in a
moment without disconnecting wiring. A great
time and labor saver in
replacement work. Only
five types in the service
kit will fit 799 standard
receiver models. Long

0

ALUMINUM shafts
easily cut
length.

to

desired

RES IS TOR
SPECIALISTS

Since the
Birth of Radio

175

FREE
Vest-Pocket
Volume Control
GUIDE

ELECTRAD, INC., Dept. S-5
175 Varick St., New York
Check here for FREE General Catalog.
Check here for FREE Vest -Pocket Volume Control Guide.

Varick St.. New York, N.Y.

ELECTRAD
...,..,..,,,.,....,.....zxc.,.....,...
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-D
condensers

for Auto Radios
Meeting

EVERY REQUIREMENT

PAPER
DWARF
DT,
TIGER condensers. Small
sized, finely constructed
Tape

tubular unite. Electrical
characteristics far outshine the many nondescript
types on market.

MICA
Type 3W. MICA con Very
Small.
densera.
bakelite-cased units fit places.
tine in tight
Work enlciently and effectively. Cost so little
in comparison to their
intrinsic value.

OIL
Type IC -4050 GENERAThe
condensers.
TOR
unit that will eliminate generator interferA .5 mfd.
ence noises.
that
400 -volt condenser
"can take it" and stand
up under all conditions.
Your BEST bet!

ELECTROLYTIC
Fyne ED ELECTROLYTIC condensers.
Cartridge or tubular
units that lit into the picture of
things and serve their long useful Purpose to good advantage.
Complete range of capacities and
voltages.

Type XB VIBRATOR condensers.
All sizes and shapes to meet the
varied requirements of "B" supoly unite used on auto sets. One
a
shown is popular item-at
popular price.

Noise elimination on auto -set installations is a most important item which confronts the
service man with increasing regularity at this time. Perplexing problems are easily solved
only by a careful analysis of the many and varied factors which have to be considered. Most
important of all is the proper selection of condensers required in different circuits. You
WILL get markedly better results by using CORNELL-DUBILIER throughout.
Take for instance our special XB units. These are available in .01, .015, .02 and .03 mfd.
capacities with a safe rated working voltage of 1000 w. v. (3500 max. surge V.) in both cardboard and metal containers. Made small and compact. Reliable. Easily "stand the gaff" on
any make vibrator. Ask your supplier about them.

and for All -Wave Radios
IBM, the "300" line Junior
"HANDY -MIRE" condensers. Beautifully
made. Mounted in tiny silver -coated cardNo mistaking polarity
board containers.
Ideal for all circuits requiring
of leads.
maximum working voltage condenser of
250 V.D.C., 300 V. Peak. Available in 4,
8, 10 and 12 mfd. units.

Type REM, the "525" line Regular or
General Utity "HANDY -MIKE" units.
Small, silver-finished rectangular containers. Equipped with colored wire leads that
stay put. Unit can be used where a
minimum of space is available and where
a dependable condenser will stand up at
450 V.D.C., 525 V. Peak. Sizes in 1, 2, 4
and 8 mfd.

"300"

"525"

Type

Type

HM,

the

"600"

line

"HANDY

MIRE" condenser. The condenser that's
got 'em all beat! Working voltage 475
V.D.C., 600 V. Peak. For those sets that
have a tendency to kick up a high surge
or transient voltage before filaments get
good and hot, these condensers will hold
more than their own. In 1, 2, 4 and 8
mfd.

"600"

"HANDY -MIKE" UNITS
There are many makes of electrolytic condensers. And there are many degrees of excellence. Cornell-Dubilier
electrolytics are time-proven-they are accepted as standard by manufacturers of radio and precision equipment.
WHY?-Not just because-BUT, only as the experience gained through a quarter of a century of quality condenser manufacture can give us.
You, Mr. Service Man, will save money and do a better job by using

CORNELL-DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

THE MOST COMPLETE CONDENSER LINE
Ask Your Supplier for Them!

CORNELL-DUBILIER CORPORATION
Jobbers' Division
4375 BRONX BOULEVARD
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Illustrating Clarostat Ad -A -Switch Series "C"

The cLAR0STAT line of

replacement controls

is the most complete

and dependable line available. 477 RECEIVERS CAN BE SERVICED WITH ONLY

CLAROSTAT CONTROLS

.

Line Ballasts47--

::r:

4

to limit

the line voltage fluctuation for all makes of receivers permit Servicemen to make an

additional profit

,

Grid Resistors

$$$

on erery call. Tone Controls

for Public Address applications, Wire Wound

"T" and "L" Pads

-all

Flexible Resistors

these components, manufactured to Clarostat's rigid require-

ments afford Servicemen with a single, dependable source of supply.

CLAROSTAT'S CONTROL REPLACEMENT GUIDE SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.., Inc.
287

North 6th Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"AD -A -SWITCH" was originated by Clarostat
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THE ANTENNA ...
SALES

AND

EVERY self-respecting Service Man who considere
radio servicing a profession is justified in any
attempts he may make to keep his business free and
clear of rank commercialism. A Service Man is likened to a doctor, and though this simile is worn to a
frazzle, it still holds good. It will continue to hold
good so long as Service Men keep their business clean.
Ordinarily we would hesitate in going too deeply into
this "Service Man-Doctor" likeness, but the present
case seems to call for a complete understanding on the
part of all just what a Service Man is, what he should
and should not do, and lastly, what his future may be.
There are more obligations attached to the medical
profession than there are to the profession of radio
servicing. This is obvious, since a broken-down human
being represents a more serious case than does a brokendown radio receiver. The doctor should provide his
services free if necessary, because of the human element;
a Service Man should not, because no human element
is involved. The doctor should make sacrifices, the
Service Man should not, for the Service Man is not
a public servant.
Super -idealists have carried the likeness between doctor and Service Man too far, with the result that there
are many men in the radio field who consider that their
deportment should be identical with that of the doctor's
and that, like the doctor, their professional pride should
prevent them from selling anything beyond their normal
services.
It is quite true that the average doctor does not sell
medicines, crutches, artificial legs, etc. He sends his
patients to the proper men who do sell these items.
Even so, a doctor may often accept some form of
commission on the sale of medicines and equipment,
though this is not the general rule and is frowned upon
by the profession. The point is, most doctors do not
have to commercialize themselves in such a manner in
order to produce a living income. There is enough
money in doctoring alone without a medico seeking
added sources of revenue.
It should-and does-cost more to service a human
being than to service a radio receiver. Since a Service
Man is not a public servant in the manner that a doctor
is, he should look to "commercialism" for some of his
profits. It is natural that he should, yet there are so
many men who feel that anything dealing with merchandising is not to be considered equal in any respect
to the business of servicing. This attitude is in many
cases due to overzealous manufacturers and dealers who
have seen in the Service Man the "perfect merchandising outlet." This has resulted in some warped viewpoints.
What a few of these men may fail to realize is that
a perfect service is not rendered the customer unless
an honest endeavor is made to provide everything
required. As an example, if a customer makes inquiry
I
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regarding tone quality over and above that which his
set is capable of producing, or indicates a healthy interest
in short-wave reception, it is more or less the duty of
the Service Man not only to inform the customer what
can or cannot be done but also to sell and install the
equipment. This is his duty for the reason that there
are still a goodly number of radio stores of one sort
or another that will sell anything irrespective of its
worth or its adaptability to the case. In some cases,
such sales are purely dishonest; in other instances they
are made because of the stupidity of salesmen who have
no technical understanding of radio.
If you will stop to think things over, you will realize
that doctors arc up against much the same proposition.
It is the duty of the doctor to prevent medical quacks
from selling their wares to an unsuspecting public. A
Service Man cannot save a life by prescribing to a
customer, but he can save a lot of grief and ill -feeling.
Every worthless piece of apparatus sold, or every piece
of apparatus improperly adapted, does harm to the entire
radio industry. Why should not the Service Man f unction as the guardian at the sales gates ?
We have long felt that the Service Man should serve
the industry as well as his customers. We know that
at the present time both manufacturers and broadcasters
are more than usually interested in the Service Man
as an individual who can contribute immeasurably to
the creation of public good-will by functioning as an
advisor, much in the same manner as does a doctor.
The more advising the Service Men do, the better conditions will be, for all of us, and the better will be
the Service Man's standing in the field.
Now, then, why try to be a doctor all the way ? You
have a living to make and there is no reason why you
shouldn't sell all manner of merchandise when, as, and
if it is wanted. If you cannot, or do not wish, to carry
a line of merchandise yourself, why not make arrangements with a reliable local dealer so that you may f unction as his agent on a commission basis ? Such an
arrangement where you remain, so to speak, a "freelance," precludes any possibility of the dealer forcing you
to enter into high-pressure selling. At the same time it
affords a source of extra profit well worth considering.
Reliable manufacturers and dealers are not trying to
make supersalesmen out of Service Men. As a matter
of fact, the nearer a Service Man comes to being a
typical salesman, the less opportunity he has of actually
selling the customer. The Service Man's selling opportunity lies in his inherent sincerity and integrity. If
you have a good reputation and you tell a customer that
such -and-such a product is the best, the customer will
believe you, where he will not believe a salesman.
There are thousands of Service Men who make a
good thing of sound merchandising. We see no reason
why all Service Men shouldn't do the same.
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A NEW INSTRUMENT
FOR
RADIO SERVICE

CONDENSER

THE

ANALYZER

The TOBE
CONDENSER
ANALYZER

A Complete Laboratory Instrument
The TOBE
CONDENSER ANALYZER

a scientifically designed electrical testing instrument developed especially for
quick and accurate
condenser analysis in
the field of radio service.
is

contains a built-in power supply for operation on a 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C. supply.
Operating voltages up to 700 volts D.C. are
available at the output terminals. The
instrument uses one 01-A tube as a
rectifier and is equipped with one

The TOBE
CONDENSER
ANALYZER

special Neon Glow Tube Indicator and 6 ft. of cord and plug.

performs these much needed
tests on all types of condensers including: electrolytic, paper dielectric, mica,
and oil:
1.

MEASURES

The TOBE
CONDENSER
ANALYZER

CONDENSER

is enclosed in a

"QUALITY" BY THE RESISTANCE
AND LEAKAGE METHODS.
2. DETECTS INTERMITTENT OPEN AND
CLOSED CONDENSER CONNECTIONS.
3. INDICATES "OPENS."
4. INDICATES "SHORTS."
5. IDENTIFIES ALL TYPES OF CONDENSERS AS
"SATISFACTORY" OR "REPLACE."

heavy metal case
finished in attractive

black Damaskene
wrinkle. Size of
case

only

33/4"

x

41/2" x 71/2".

AMAZINGLY LOW PRICED
Dealers' net price of the TOBE CONDENSER ANALYSER complete with operating instructions and valuable information on condenser testing, less 01-A tube, only
Price $11.70 in Denver and the West Coast.
The Tobe Deutschmann Corporation being principally a manufacturer of replacement condensers has developed this product as an
aid to the solution of condenser problems encountered in radio
service, and for its indirect value in the merchandising of TOBE
condensers. For this reason the instrument is being offered at an
unusually low figure.

USE THIS COUPON-ORDER TODAY

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION
CANTON-MASS.

MAY, 1934

I

`1

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION

ICanton, Massachusetts
I

1

I

Gentlemen:
money order
for $11.40
Enclosed find check
plus
for postage. (Shipping weight of instrument 6 lbs.)
ANALYZER
complete
send
me
one
TOBE
CONDENSER
Kindly
with operating instructions.
NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE
My parts jobber is
Address

........

I
I
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PILIC APPRESS!
Ten to twenty-five dollars per day profit! It sounds
pretty good, doesn't it . , yet you can make this
much easily on many days by renting P.A. units
this summer. Conventions, fairs, lawn festivals,
athletic events of all kinds; church, fraternal and
social events .
all can return a nice profit to
you-if you are alert to the opportunity.

Here at Radio Headquarters we have every type of
latest P.A. permanent or portable equipment at
prices to meet every budget requirement . . quality to satisfy the most discriminate. Amplifiers,
power supply units, tuners, transformers, speakers,
trumpets, remote control, microphones, phono -pickups . . in fact everything you may need for P.A.
work at lowest wholesale prices!
The Lafayette 6 volt P.A. system is low in cost,
compact, yet extremely efficient. Can be adapted
to any truck or passenger car
. even a coupe!
It is a model of completeness consisting of 2 large
Lafayette Trumpets with cone units, model 25
Lafayette microphone, complete with desk stand
and cable, a senior mike in -put stage, and the

A NEW BOOK

a
NEW

Bi

CATALOG

RADIO
HEADQUARTERS

will 6e tardy
tt
.IUIIE FIRST

Sendlot your copy NOW

ON

6

volt

IS

watt Amplifier com-

This Amplifier is a big improvement over anything
ever offered before. It has 4 stages of amplification, providing a tremendous gain. Tone quality is
superb even at peak output of 17.5 watts while
current drain at maximum output is only 11 amp.
It employs the latest tubes while "B" supply is
self-contained.
This Lafayette system is suitable for practically
any purpose for it is powerful enough to operate
up to 8 speakers. Installation is extremely simple
and can be completed within one hour. $

Price of Lafayette 6 V. Amplifier, less
tubes
Kit of matched tubes
Complete Lafayette system for bat.
tery operation with 2 trumpets, 2
cone units, senior in -put stage, etc.
as described above including th
amplifier

'

JC

$6.94

A
_/

.95

SOUND

A NEW WORLD OF LATEST RADIO ACHIEVEMENTS
Here is a catalog timed to the minute! Geared
to the season! It's not an ordinary catalog for it
concentrates on those Radio Specialties that sell
fastest during the summer months!
Most companies issue one, or at most two catalogs per year. Thus in these very catalogs you'll
find merchandise which has been out-moded, outdistanced by the latest developments in the fast
moving world of radio.
Wholesale Radio Service Co. alone keeps stride
with the times by issuing 4 Big Bargain Books
each year! Why buy from a catalog which is 6 to
11 months old when Radio Headquarters gives you
the latest, newest developments? In 1934 we have
already issued catalogs 55A, B and C. Now comes

1

Central NAvenue, Newark, N.J.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
172

plete with tubes.

The serviceman who wants to make
real money on P.A. needs this new
book, SOUND, Its Fundamentals
and Methods of Application. It is
profusely illustrated showing amplifiers and complete systems for every
P.A. use. Get a few copies. Place
them in the hands of Club, Church
or Social Secretaries, Politicians,
Yacht Club Members, Boat Owners,
etc. Let them read the book and they will sell
themselves on the advantages of Public Address.
Written in simple non -technical language anyone
can understand! The price is only 25c a copy which
only partially covers the cost of printing. This
book will make money for you... Be sure to get
a few copies!

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE (Osi.
'00 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y
219

famous Lafayette

.

.

TODAY!
SAY

You

I

Summer Supplement 55D packed from cover to
cover with timely, seasonable merchandise.
You'll find portable AC -DC sets, portable phono radio combinations, portable S.W. sets, Portable
P.A., a whole section on Auto Radios and Accessories; Marine Radio and equipment; S.W. kits
for those who wish to build during their leisure
time this summer. All this in addition to an amazing array of replacement parts, sets, kits, tubes
and accessories from the largest stock in the world!
This great book is the last word! Our catalogs
55A, B and C have brought you the latest innovations as they have appeared. Now this new SSD
brings your right up to the minute. Together they
constitute an Encyclopedia of 1934 Radio Bargains
. . at America's Lowest Wholesale Prices!

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. Dept S-54.
Send me your newest Catalog 55D.
f enclose
cents for
copies of SOUND.
Send me further information on Lafayette 6 v. P.A. system.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
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COMMUNITY AERIALS
WITH spring here and summer not
far behind, it is time for the Service Man to give thought to aerial installations. Not just the common garden variety of aerial, but the new type
"community antennas" which permit a
number of receivers to operate from a
single wire.

Apartment-house owners have gone
on a spree of cleaning up and modernizing their buildings, mainly because of
increased competition in the realty field.
And, if these owners are out for "prettying up" their buildings, one of the
first things they ought to do is clean
up the roofs which are coming more
into use as spots for sun bathing and

garden parties. But the average apartment roof is an eye sore in the first
place, and unfit for use as a place to
"sit out" because of the maze of aerial
wires strung in all directions.
This is where the Service Man comes
in. Such a jumble of wires can easily
be replaced by a few well -strung aerials
which will serve as signal feeders for
every radio receiver in an apartment
building-and provide far superior results in the bargain. These "community
aerials" are easily installed, can be extended as a complete and permanent
system for every apartment in a building, and will provide noise -free reception for the simple reason that shielded
transmission lines are employed.
AVAILABLE SYSTEMS

There is a large variety of "community antenna systems" available,
some quite simple and others more complex. The small systems are quite satisfactory for the average size apartment building, and are also perfect for
use in private homes where a number
of radio receivers are in use. This is
another angle of the business the Service Man should not overlook. Many
people have two, three, and even four
sets located in different parts of the
house, such as the living room, kitchen,
the "bar" or "game" room in the cellar,
workshop, etc. Either separate outdoor
aerials are used, which are admittedly
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Fig. 5. The aerial lead termination, with
antenna transformer, lightning arrester and

conduit.

eye sores and cause just so much more
concern relative to the dangers from
lightning, or the small receivers are operated from some form of indoor, makeshift aerial which provides a comparatively low signal voltage at the receiver
input and thereby increases noise troubles. With all receivers coupled to a
single, shielded antenna provided with
the necessary coupling units, each receiver is favored by the increased signal pickup of the single antenna wire
and each receiver is protected from
lightning by a common lightning ar-

rester.
To Service Men wishing to install
and service such antenna equipment, it
is believed that a better understanding
of the principles involved in the functioning of such aerials will be of considerable value in determining which
type of system should be used to meet
specific conditions. Let us first consider the good, old transmission line
which is the backbone of the "noise reducing" part of a "community aerial"

types of transmission lines, namely, the
balanced line' and the unbalanced line .2
The balanced line consists of a twisted
pair, and as its name might suggest it
is balanced to ground. Referring to Fig.
1-A, it is evident that both wires of the
balanced line will be effected similarly
by nearby interference fields so that voltages of identical phase and magnitude
will be induced in each. The directions
of the voltages are indicated by the
arrows, and it can be seen that they
oppose each other in transformers Ti
and T. and hence are drained off to
ground. This results in the absence of
any interference voltage in the secondary of either transformer, providing, of course, that both line and transformers are perfectly balanced. Now,
if some of the lines of magnetic force
do pass between the two wires, a condition results in which the induced currents are in such a direction that they
flow around the circuit instead of being
drained off to ground. However, if the
lines are transposed as shown in Fig.
1-B, it is evident that the voltages in
the adjacent sections of the line are
opposed so that no interference current
will flow in the circuit at all. Obviously
the greater the number of transpositions the better the chances of current
balance becomes. Twisted wire, then,
in conjunction with well-balanced trans 'Service, August,

1932, pp. 198.
125, and

2Service, June, 1932, pp.

ust, 1932, pp. 193.

Service, Aug-

system.
THE TRANSMISSION LINE
All antenna systems are built around
the transmission line, whose function is
simply to conduct the radio-frequency
currents over appreciable distances with
a low loss. In general, there are two

jR

+R

Magnetic lines of force

Fig.1
Balanced

line lead-in systems, indicating
in wires.

direction of current

173

conductor. Consequently a continuous
shield is necessary which is either frequently grounded or of low resistance.
However, if either a lead shield or a
heavy copper braid is used, the interference pickup is nil. Therefore, as far
as results are concerned, there is no
choice between balanced and unbalanced
lines, provided each are built with equal
care.
SIMPLE SYSTEM

Fig.
used

One of these coupling devices is
for each receiver connected to the

6.

common aerial lead.

formers, constitutes a nearly interference-proof transmission line.
UNBALANCED LINES

The unbalanced line generally takes
the form of a shielded wire, or as it
is sometimes called, a coaxial conductor
line. In this case the interference currents are induced in the shield and are
simply drained off to ground in the
usual manner, and without inducing any
interference current in the central conductor. If the impedance of the exposed
portion of the shield to ground is zeroi. e., a perfect shield-or if the current
is uniformly distributed around the outside of the shield and all points on the
outer surface of the shield are equidistant from the central conductor, then
it is obvious that the field due to the
current in any thin strip of shield is
balanced out by an equal field from a
similar current diametrically opposite.
Fig. 2 shows how the fields from two
opposite strips of shield balance out
so far as a central space is concerned.
Obviously, concentricity will not be
maintained in long lengths of shielded

Fig. 3 illustrates the simplest types
of antenna systems. The balanced transmission line always requires a transformer at each end. Generally both
transformers have static shields between
primary and secondary, as may be seen
from Fig. 3-A, to prevent capacity
coupling which might destroy the balance of the system. Further, shields
may be employed with the ordinary
shielded wire line (Fig. 3-B shows a
typical shielded wire line without static
shields), although they are of less importance in this application. Now, the
impedance ratio of the transformers are
usually about 60 to 1000 ohms. Again,
some manufacturers recommend connecting as many as 10 receivers to a
How the fields in

conductor

a

shield

balance
out when an unbalanced line is
used.

system of the type shown in Fig. 3-C.
In some instances small coupling transformers are used to connect the receivers to the line, in other cases series
resistances, and in other instances the
receivers are connected directly across
the line. All three systems should operate satisfactorily with no interaction between sets. However, if certain types
of superheterodyne receivers are con Termination resistance

0
0

Termination resistance
1000 Ohms

Fig.3

60 Ohms
A

KJ

+

G

Illustrating three different transmission -line arrangements which may be used for noise reducing. These types of lines are used with community aerial systems.
I
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Loss

While the systems of Fig. 3 are very
simple and inexpensive, there is always
some loss between receivers and antenna. For the average case, about 30
per cent of the induced antenna voltage
is lost at the antenna transformers. If
good transformers are used their losses
are negligible. The antenna voltage is
stepped down to the transmission line
to about 25 per cent of its value across
the transformer primary. Thus if the
induced antenna voltage were 1 volt,
about .7 volt would appear across the
transformer primary, and .175 volt
would be applied to the transmission
line. About 10 per cent of this remaining voltage is lost for every 100 feet of
transmission line. Now if at the end
of 100 feet of the line the voltage is
stepped up through a good transformer,
about .6 volt would be applied to the
set. If sets are applied directly across
the line, of course, only 17 per cent of
the induced antenna voltage will be applied to their terminals and this only
when the input impedance of the sets
are sufficiently high that their shunting
effect is negligible. This does not represent a serious signal loss, since a
change of 50 per cent in signal strength
is barely noticeable to the average ear.
It is evident, however, that series resistances or small capacities should not
be used in series with the sets connected
directly to the line. If lines of only
100 feet are used the termination resistance can usually be dispensed with,
while for longer lines it should always
be used. Otherwise standing waves may
be set up on the line causing serious
losses at certain frequencies.
COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Receiver

(C)

nected to such a system some of the
oscillator voltage may be fed back into
the line to be picked up by other receivers as a beat note on certain stations. Trouble of this sort will occur
only when some of the older and cheaper
types of supers are used. There is no
remedy except the removal of the particular receiver, as any coupling impedance, either condenser or resistance,
would cause too high a loss to the set
under question, if any measure of relief
were to be afforded the others.

Obviously the only disadvantage of
the simple systems so far discussed lie
in the fact that regenerative sets or
poorly designed supers may feed energy
back into the line to cause squeals in
the other connected receivers. This
could be reduced if high -loss coupling
elements, such as small condensers or
large series resistors, were inserted in
series with each set, and this can be
done if sufficient amplification is inserted between the antenna and sets.

SERVICE FOR

There are at least two manufacturers
(RCA and W. E.) producing such systems. These are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. In general, several
hundred radio receivers may be served
in this manner with little or no loss in
signal from antenna to receiver and
with almost complete isolation of each
receiver from the others connected to
the system. The RCA system of this
type (Fig. 4-A) employs from one to
five amplifiers located near the antenna to feed 50 receivers each, while
the Western Electric system of the
same type (Fig. 4-B) employs four
amplifiers, each feeding 750 receivers.
The amplifiers in this latter system may
be connected through a 750 -foot transmission line to the antenna. The essential differences of these two systems are
evident from the figures, and their principal virtue lies in the fact that several
hundred receivers may be served from
one system.
Some of the older systems, which are
more or less obsolete now, were similar
to the systems illustrated in Fig. 4, ex-

cept that the coupling elements were
single -stage amplifiers instead of resistors. While such means of coupling
are technically satisfactory, it is inherently more expensive than the systems
shown. In addition, care must be taken
in systems employing amplifiers to prevent overload from nearby transmitters,
for such overloads may cause so-called
phantom stations to be produced at the
sum or difference frequencies of two
strong stations, or the usual cross -modulation. Wavetraps similar to those
shown in Fig. 4-B are the most effective remedy for this trouble.

Amplifiers

50 Outlets per transmission line, one transmission line per
5 amplifiers per antenna.
Max. length of transmission line 500 feet.

amplifer,
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riser connections.
Other
arrangements can be made, depending
upon the size of the complete job.
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75 Outlets per transmission line,
10 Transmission lines per amplifier,
4 Amplifiers per antenna.

Max. length
750 feet
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Receiver

-
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To

separate

transmission lines

Radio -frequency distribution system for very large installations. In both A and B, ampli
fiers are used for each set of lines. Note the wave traps in system 4-B.

the illustration of Fig. 6. The important
feature of this system is that the feeder
wires may be run in armored or lead covered cable.

SMALL INSTALLATIONS

Amy, Aceves & King and Arthur H.
Lynch, Inc., have produced a system that
is quite suitable for smaller installations
such as small apartments and homes.
This system is limited to 12 receiver outlets and may be installed either inside or
outside. An antenna transformer, similar to the one shown in Fig. 5, is required with each aerial, the latter being
from 40 to 75 feet in length. Also a
coupling device is placed directly across
the downleads, and the downleads may
be run a total length of 400 feet. Such
a coupling device is clearly shown in

A

Fig. 7. A typical radio rceptacle for
community aerial installations. A small
coupling transformer is shown connected
in the shielded cable circuit.

OUTSIDE SYSTEM

These companies have, also, an outside
system of particular interest that permits a total of 24 receivers. In this system each antenna consists of a single
wire 50 to 75 feet in length, supported
about 20 feet above the roof, a lightning
arrester being installed for each aerial
and mounted at the head of the downlead (Fig. 5) in accordance with the
requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters. Where the roof space is
limited and it is impossible to construct
an aerial 50 feet long in a straight line,
satisfactory results may be had by

making the aerial up into two or more
sections connected at one end and
fanned out at the other.
The downlead wire is supported at
the top and the bottom by small strain
insulators, and it is located outside the
windows, allowing the shortest connection to the radio sets. This downlead
is held out from the wall by means of
standoff insulators, located a few inches
below the coupling unit. These coupling units are required for each set.
The lead-in wire of the coupler is
brought in through a hole in the window -sill, and is then run to the surface mounting receptacle through wire
mold or along or in back of the baseboard. Ground connections are picked
up from a water or radiator pipe and
run in the same manner to the ground
connection of the receptacle. For each
downlead a terminal resistance (R) is
required and must be connected between the end of the downlead and a
good ground. This is shown in the
antenna arrangements in Fig. 8. The
terminal resistance is 1000 ohms and
rated at 30 watts.
CONDUIT SYSTEM

A similar description of a conduit
or inside type antenna system of the
same companies is thought to be of interest. The one which will be described
allows a total of 20 receivers to be
connected with an average antenna, the
antenna being of standard copper wire
located as high above the roof as possible and a lightning arrester being installed for each aerial. Two vertical

risers (three different riser diagrams
are shown in Fig. 8) may be connected
(Continued on page 183)
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New All -Wave Aerial

ANTENNA DIFFICULTIES

tory reception on the broadcast band.
Hence, there is a distinct need for some
type of antenna system that will be effective at a number of different points;
namely, the 16, 19, 25, 31, and 49 meter
bands, as well as the broadcast band,
and while separate antennas with some
sort of switching arrangement might be
employed to cover these bands, the installation difficulties, the inconvenience
of the switching arrangement and the
cost of such a system would be prohibi-

The ordinary antenna that worked
fine for the old broadcast receivers has
been found to be inadequate for shortwave reception due, in part, to the
greater noise pickup at the high frequencies and to the antenna length.
Now the effectiveness of an antenna
depends upon its length, the length determining the point at which it will be
resonant. The result is that a good
broadcast antenna is too long for good
short-wave reception, and the usual
short-wave antenna-which is not efficient on all the short-wave bands anyway-is entirely too short for satisfac-

The RCA in their World-Wide Antenna System have combined a number
of antennas into one simple system. In
general, this system is of the "double doublet" type using a balanced transmission line of a length to match the
doublet antenna, and the receiver
matching transformer, the latter being
designed to match the receiver impedance to the line, and to eliminate
noise pickup on the transmission line.
It can easily be seen from Fig. 1 that
the antenna is made up of four sections
of different lengths, namely, 29- and

all know, there is at the present time a great deal of interest
in all -wave receivers, and unless all
indications are wrong there is likely to
he a great deal more, due to the large
amount of valuable information and entertainment on bands other than the
broadcast band. Now, along with the
advent of these multi -band receivers a
great deal of difficulty was experienced
with antenna systems.
AS we

tive.
THE "DOUBLE -DOUBLET"

29 FEET

PULLEY-.
INSULATOR

GALVANIZED IRON

ANBLE TO RE
DETERMINED BY

SICMING

16/ -foot sections. A 29 -foot section
will tend to tune toward the 49 -meter
band, the 16/ -foot section will tend to
tune toward the 16 -meter band, and
the connection of both doublets to the
transmission line has a tendency to give
a smooth match over the entire shortwave band. A switch is located on the
receiver transformer which eliminates
the primary and one side of the twisted
pair when thrown to the "STD" position. Thus the antenna is converted
into the conventional "flat top" or "inverted L" for broadcast reception.
A close inspection of Fig. 1 will reveal a number of interesting features
concerning this antenna system. First,
the 29 -foot sections are horizontal, being connected to their respective supports by strain insulators, while the
16/ -foot sections are placed at an
angle determined by sighting along the
line AD or CB. This is shown in the
enlarged view of the crossover insulator, in Fig. 1, which also reveals that
the 29 -foot section on one side is connected to the 16/ -foot section on the
opposite side, the connections for the
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Details of the RCA Victor "World -Wide Antenna System."
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Indicating the correct angle between the
two parts of the doublet span.

balanced transmission line being taken
from the points A and B.
DIRECTION OF SPAN

Fig. 2 indicates the correct angle between the two parts of the doublet
span ; i. e., 180°. It should be kept in
mind, also, that those stations that are
on a line perpendicular to the span will
be received best. Again, maximum reduction of interference will be obtained
when the span points toward the source
of the station interference. However,
if it is necessary, the doublet may be
placed at an angle of 90° as shown in
Fig. 3, though this results in a decrease
in signal of about 30 per cent. In still
other cases where a 60 -foot span cannot be obtained, loading coils (RCA
Stock No. 6958) may be used as shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. This permits the
reduction of the span to approximately
34 feet, or if the space is still not sufficient, a vertical doublet may be used
ás illustrated in Fig. 5. A vertical
doublet has the advantage of being nondirective, though it will not give as
good a signal-to-noise ratio as the horizontal doublet.
OF

SPAN

Since the signal strength varies with
the height above ground, the height of
the span is another very important consideration. The height of a doublet of
this type is taken as the distance from
ground to the center of the span, and
this distance should not be less than 30
feet. The location of the ground will
depend, of course, upon where the antenna is located. For example, if the
antenna is located on top of a building
with a grounded metal frame, the
height from ground will be the height
from the top of the building; while on
the other hand, if the location is on a

If the full length of the doublet cannot be
used, loading coils may be connected in
series, as shown.
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frame dwelling the height may be taken
from the actual ground.

Further, the antenna system should
be kept clear of wires, buildings, highways, electrical machinery, and the
like, for two very good reasons;
namely, the prevention of the possibility of shadows being cast upon the
antenna, and the reduction of interference pickup on the antenna. The balanced transmission line, of course, prevents practically all of the interference
liable to be picked up on the lead-in.
Then, too, another aid to the avoidance
of interference lies in the transmission
line, as it may be up to 500 feet in
length-allowing quite a bit of choice,
generally, in the location of the antenna. However, the shortest length of
transmission line used is 110 feet, and
any remaining length is to be coiledit must not be cut. For distances
greater than this, additional lengths of
line must be added in multiples up to
two times. After 220 feet, however, additional lengths can be added in any
desired length up to 500 feet. This is
shown in the accompanying table:
Line Run to

Line

Length
from Doublet Used in
in Feet
Feet
Receiver

Number
of

Lengths
of 110

Feet

Length to
be Coiled
in Feet

95

110

1

15

150

2

70

210

220
220

300

300

500

500

2

5

10

No coil necesIsary. Cut off

unused portion
if desired.

MATCHING TRANSFORMER

The matching transformer is used to
couple the transmission line to the receiver, and it is so designed that it
may be used as an electrostatic shield
to balance out the transmission line to
ground. The transformer is designed to
mount directly on the antenna -ground
terminal board of RCA Victor All Wave receivers such as Models 140,
240, 120, 121, 320, and 321, giving as
a result the shortest connection to the
antenna and ground terminals. The installation of the transformer to a
Model 140 is shown in Fig. 1, and it
should be noted that the length of the
ground connection of the special transformer is critical. To insure maximum
noise reduction, this connection should
be kept the shortest possible distance
(not over one inch) from the chassis
ground. On other manufacturers' receivers, having the chassis grounded,
the transformer should be mounted on
the side of the cabinet (by utilizing
holes, spacers and screws provided) in
such a manner as to permit having the
transformer ground connector, when
bent, slip under the ground terminal or
a chassis nut. If this is not possible,
make the ground connection absolutely
as short as possible.
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TOP

VIEW

couac
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DOUBLETS
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doublet may be placed at an angle
of 90 degrees, but this will decrease the
signal about 30 per cent.
The

ALIGNMENT

On the RCA Victor Model 140
(All -Wave) the connection of the receiver matching transformer tends to
throw the antenna circuit for band
"D" out of alignment. This should be
checked in the usual manner by the use
of the tuning wand and realigned with
the range switch at "D" and the station selector turned to the 25 -meter
band. If no station or oscillator signal
can be used, use background noise as
a basis of line-up.
It will be noticed that on most converter types of short-wave receivers,
such as the RCA Victor Universal Radiola RO -23, the use of this system reduces serious cross-modulating effects
from nearby code, airport, or amateur
stations.
In order not to affect the receiving
qualities of the antenna system, wood
poles and rope guys should be used
wherever possible. If guy wires are
necessary, lengths of over 16 feet
should be broken by insulators, one for
every 16 feet.
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(A) and (B) show vertical doublets, which
are non -directional, but have less efficiency
than the horizontal doublet.
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no -signal conditions. In other words,
the power supplies for the AGC tube
and the controlled tubes are in series,

General Data
Wurlitzer Model SA -I33
Here is a receiver which should be
given your special attention as it includes some new technical features representative of the progress being made
in receiver design. For this reason, we
are devoting more than the usual
amount of space to a description of the
functioning of the various circuit sec-

I.F

i 56

IO

MMF

C>

INDICATES GROUND
TO CHASSIS

+ f- CONNECTION

First turn your eyes to the complete

+

NO CONNECTION

n MEGOHM

circuit of the SA -133, shown on the
opposite page. All the necessary dope
is given for testing and servicing right
on the diagram, and applies to all receivers with serial numbers from
4,300,001 and up. The intermediate fre-
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in the circuit between these two tubes.
The tone control consists of a condenser
and variable resistor in series, connected from the grid of the lower 2A5

tube to ground. The 2A5 tubes are
coupled to the output transformer across
which is shunted a constant impedance
load network comprising a resistor and
condenser in series. The two dynamic
speaker fields, as well as the additional
filter choke, are in the negative leg of
the power supply, which employs a type
82 rectifier with r -f chokes in series
with the plate leads.
THE AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
Now look over that portion of the
complete circuit below the ground lead.
The first tube is a 56, used as the oscillator. To the right of the oscillator
is the type 57 automatic gain control, or
"AGC" tube, which functions as a
thermionic voltmeter.
The operation of the thermionic voltmeter type automatic gain control is as
follows : The voltage divider is so arranged that the plate of the AGC tube
and the control grids of the controlled
tubes are at the same potential under
T

G

ANNA-,
AVA

C-A E, CONTROLLED TUBES
C- B E.
C-D E.
D- H AVC E.
"
F- D EP AGC TUBE
E

E.

F- G E.

o

n

CONTROL VOLTAGE
FOR AGC TUBE

e,,

i

7 8

I
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quency employed is 175 kc.
A casual survey of the upper portion
of the circuit will reveal that there is a
stage of r -f using a type 58, a type
57 first detector, two 58's in i -f stages,
a 56 second detector of the biased type,
a stage of a -f with a 56 which is transformer coupled to a pair of 2A5's in
push-pull, the 2A5's being used as pentodes.
Now start through the upper part of
the circuit again, from the left, and note
when you reach the first detector tube
that there is a phonograph switch in
its cathode circuit. When this switch
is opened, the cathode circuit is broken
with the result that no signal passes
through the first detector as the tube
is inoperative. The phonograph pickup
connects in series with the grid return
lead of the second detector tube and
may be used when the switch in this
circuit-which is in tandem with the
other switch-is opened. When the
switch is closed, the pickup is shorted.
The output of the second detector
tube is resistance coupled to the first
a-f tube. The volume control is located

F-

LF 2 58

2
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THE COMPLETE CIRCUIT
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FIG.

tions.

FIG.

.

with the supply for the AGC tube at
the negative end.
Referring to the diagram of Fig. 1,
the bias on the AGC tube is sufficiently
past cut-off to allow no plate current to

AG.0 TUBE

FUNCTIONAL

B

SCHEMATIC
THERMIONIC VOLTMETER TYPE
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

.

CIRCUITS

MODEL SA -133

flow when the signal applied to the

grid of this tube is less than, or equal

to, the level which it is desired to main-

tain. Under these conditions the voltage
drop across resistor D -H is zero, and
the voltage between grid and cathode
of the controlled tubes is equal to the
initial bias provided by section C -D
of the voltage divider.
When the signal applied to the grid
of the AGC tube is in excess of the level
which the circuit has been adjusted to
maintain, this tube draws plate current
through the resistor D -H, resulting in
a voltage drop across this resistor (the
polarity of which is indicated by plus
and minus signs). It will be seen that
the voltage developed across resistor
D -H is in series (aiding) with the voltage developed across section C -D of the
voltage divider. This increased bias on
the controlled tubes results in decreased
gain in the controlled stages, decreasing
the signal at the grid of the AGC tube.
The decreased signal at the grid of
the AGC tube results in a decreased
drop across resistor D -H, which in turn
results in increased gain in the controlled stages, thereby increasing the
signal at the grid of the AGC tube.
This completes the cycle of operation
which repeats itself indefinitely, oscillating about a value of d-c bias on the
controlled tubes that is proportional to
the strength of the received signal.
The operation of a thermionic voltmeter type AGC system is a dynamic
action, and this type of AGC exercises
very good control over signals whose
intensities may vary between extremely
wide limits.
The circuit of Fig. 1 referred to illustrates only the d -c circuits involved.
Fig. 2 shows the complete control circuit, with values.
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GENERAL DATA-continued
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Here is the complete circuit diagram of the Wurlitzer SA -133 receiver, together with resistor, capacity and voltage values, chassis
layout and speaker connections. Separate diagrams of the automatic gain control and the channel control are on pages 177, 180 and
181. These should be followed for an explanation of their functioning.
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GENERAL DATA-continued
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THE CHANNEL CONTROL SYSTEM

2ee01r.

ó

FIG. 4

To the right of the AGC tube in the
main diagram are the two type 57 tubes
involved in the channel control system.
The first 57 is the actual channel control tube and the second is the silencing
tube which controls the type 56 tube
in the first a -f stage,
The channel control system insures
correct tuning, and eliminates inter station noise. This system functions to
silence the audio channel under certain
predetermined conditions, and to unlock the audio channel under certain
other conditions.
Referring to the diagram of Fig. 4.
the tubes involved in the operation of
this channel control system are, a channel control tube, C, a silencing or relay
tube, S, and the first a -f tube. The
operation of the system is as follows
When the arm of the 15,000 -ohm
channel control adjustor, 8, is retarded
to the negative side, there is zero bias
on the channel control tube and this
tube draws plate current irrespective of
signal conditions in its grid circuit. This
plate current through resistor 4-9 biases
tube S to cut-off, resulting in normal
bias on the first a -f tube. Under these
conditions the channel control is inoperative, and the entire receiver functions
as a conventional superheterodyne with
AGC.
However, as the arm of the channel
control adjustment is advanced toward
the positive side, the bias on tube C
increases to, and beyond, cut-off. When
cut-off bias is applied to tube C and the
plate current through resistor 4-9 stops,
the bias on tube S returns from cut-off
to normal, allowing plate current to flow
in the plate circuit of tube S (through
resistors 2-4 and 11-12). The current
through resistor 2-4 produces a voltage
in series with the normal bias developed
across resistor 2-14, and these combined
voltages bias the first a -f tube to cut-off,
thus silencing the audio channel.
If a signal of sufficient strength is
applied to the grid of tube C this tube
will draw plate current, biasing tube S
to cut-off and returning the audio channel to normal operating conditions. The
:
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FUNCTIONAL SCHEMATIC
CHANNEL CONTROL SYSTEM

signal strength required to perform this
operation is determined by the degree
past cut-off to which tube C is biased.
The signal to actuate the channel
control circuits is induced in a tuned
tertiary winding of the third i -f transformer so coupled to the primary that
the selectivity at the grid of tube C is
considerably more than the selectivity
at the grid of the second detector. As
a result of this greater selectivity the
signal at the grid of tube C will be insufficient to unlock the audio channel
unless the receiver is tuned almost exactly to the carrier. However, this
extreme selectivity does not impair the
high -frequency response, as the received signal does not pass through this
very selective control circuit. '
An interesting and important feature
of this channel control circuit is, that
as the ratio of noise to signal increases
it becomes more difficult for a signal to
unlock the audio channel. An explanation of this peculiar phenomenon follows.
SIGNAL -NOISE SELECTION

Reference to the diagrams of Fig. 1
and Fig. 4 will indicate that the signals
that operate both the AGC and channel
control circuits are derived from the
plate circuit of the second i -f tube. Any
signal impressed on the grid of the AGC

tube tends to reduce the sensitivity of
the receiver. Any signal impressed on
the grid of tube C (Fig. 4) tends to
unlock the audio channel. The conductance of the AGC coupling circuit is a
direct function of frequency. The conductance of the channel control coupling
circuit is practically zero except at the
frequency to which the i -f transformer
is tuned, at which frequency the conductance is high. If a voltage of any
frequency other than the i -f (such as
noise) appears in the plate circuit of
the second i -f stage this voltage will he
transferred to the grid of the AGC tube
and effect a reduction in sensitivity of
the receiver. However, this voltage will
not be transferred to the grid of the
tube C owing to the frequency discrimination of the channel control coupling
circuit and, therefore, will have no effect on the channel control circuit.
To sum up-only a voltage whose frequency is equal, or very nearly equal, to
the frequency to which the i -f transformer is tuned will have any effect
upon the channel control circuits. The
AGC circuits function to maintain a
constant voltage across the plate load
of the 58 second i -f tube with almost
no regard for the frequencies present in
that voltage.
An illustration might clear up any
possible misunderstanding The AGC
circuits function to maintain a constant
voltage across the plate load of the second i -f tube. If this voltage is comprised of only the i -f signal, a certain
voltage will be transferred to the grid
of tube C. If, however, this voltage is
comprised of equal parts of signal and
noise, and is of the same value as in
the first case, only half as much voltage
will be impressed on the grid of tube C.
If this voltage is comprised wholly of
noise, the AGC circuits function to
:

FIG. 3
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maintain this voltage at practically the
same value as if it were at i -f, but the
channel control coupling circuits transfer none of this voltage to the grid of
tube C, and the audio channel remains

FIG. 5
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

In order to insure correct operation
of the receiver and of the channel control in particular, it is essential that
the entire alignment procedure be performed with utmost caution in order to
maintain a very high order of precision.
In view of the difficulty of correctly
aligning the i -f stages, the Service Man
is warned against tampering with the
adjustments unless a thorough investigation definitely proves them to be in
need of attention.
The difficulty in correctly aligning
the i -f stages is a result of the design
of the i -f transformers. In order to
obtain a high degree of selectivity with-

out sacrificing tone quality, these transformers have been designed to provide
a very narrow resonance curve with an
essentially flat top. This is accomplished by over -coupling these transformers enough to obtain a double peak
(or double bumps) the correct distance
apart. With these transformers over coupled it is impossible to correctly
align them; therefore, it is necessary to
decouple each i -f transformer while it
is being aligned. This is accomplished
by shunting one winding with a 20,000 ohm resistor and aligning the other
winding.
In the event that the i-f stages need
alignment, proceed as follows
(1) Attach output meter from plate
to plate of the 2A5 tubes.
(2) Remove the silencing tube of the
channel control circuit.
(3) Attach the local oscillator, tuned
to exactly 175 kc, to the control grid
of the first detector, using some type
of coupling device that provides a d -c
path to ground. In all ganging operations use the weakest signal that will
give a satisfactory indication on the
output meter.
(4) Attach a resistor across the secondary of the first i -f transformer (by
inserting the leads in holes 3 and
See Fig. 3) and adjust screw A for
maximum indication on the output
meter.
(5)Remove the resistor from the secondary of the first i-f transformer and
place it across the primary (holes 1 and
2) and adjust screw B for maximum
indication on the output meter. Leave
:
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CIRCUITS SA-133
1200 kc and correct (if necessary) by
bending outer oscillator section rotor
plates.
(6) Repeat operation 5 at, or near,

CHANNEL CONTROL

this resistor where it is for the balance
of the alignment procedure.
(6) With a second resistor repeat
operation 4 (holes 7 and 8, screw C).
(7) With this second resistor repeat
operation 5 (holes 5 and 6, screw D).
(8) With a third resistor repeat operation 4 (holes 11 and 12, screw E).
(9) With this third resistor repeat
operation 5 (holes 9 and 10, screw F)
(10) Adjust the channel control pad
(screw adjusting trimmer under chassis
pan near third i -f transformer (adjustable through hole in chassis pan bottom
cover)) for minimum (dip) indication
on the output meter. This dip is not
very pronounced, and unless extreme
care is exercised it may be passed over
without being noticed. Note: Be sure
the resistor leads make good contact
when inserted in holes in transformers.
For all above hole numbers and adjustor screw letters, refer to the diagram of Fig. 3.
.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

(1) Adjust the dial mechanism (if
necessary) so that with the plates entirely enmeshed the dial will indicate
525 kc.

(2) Set the dial to the point where
a station (or oscillator) of known frequency, about 600 kc, should be received

and adjust the oscillator pad (screw
adjustment under hole in chassis pan
between oscillator section on gang condenser shields) until desired signal is
heard.
(3) Set the dial to the point where
a station (or oscillator) of known frequency, about 1400 kc, should be received and adjust the oscillator trimmer
(screw adjustment, top of gang condenser, third from front) until the desired signal is heard.
(4) Re -check operations 2 and 3.
(5) Check the calibration at, or near,

950 kc.

(7) Repeat operation

5

at, or near,

650 kc.

(8) A thorough re -check of the foregoing 7 operations to insure perfect
calibration is recommended. If the
alignment procedure to this point has
been performed correctly the calibration
will be accurate to within 2 kc at all
points on the dial.
R -F ALIGNMENT
(1) Attach the output meter from
plate to plate of the 2A5 tubes.
(2) Attach the local oscillator to the
antenna and tune to set at each test frequency.
(3) At 1400 kc, adjust the antenna,
link, and r -f trimmers (screw adjustments, top of gang condenser-see main
diagram) for maximum indication on
the output meter using the weakest signal that will give a satisfactory indication.
(4) At 1200 kc, bend the plates of the
antenna, link and r -f rotors to give
maximum indication on the output
meter.
(5) Repeat operation 4 at 950 kc.
(6) Repeat operation 4 at 650 kc.
(7) Repeat operation 4 at 570 kc.
(8) Re -check operations 3 and 8 inclusive to insure perfect alignment.
(9) Remove resistors from the i -f
transformers.
(10) Remove output meter and oscillator, attach antenna, set dial to a
point where no signal is being received
and turn channel control adjustment
counter -clockwise just far enough to
silence the static and inter -station noises.
The receiver is then ready for operation.
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THE S. W. CONVERTER MARKET
By Ellis

Cohen*

AT no time within the past few
years has there been such widespread interest in the reception of shortwave foreign broadcasts and the local
police and airplane signals. The public
lias become "short-wave" conscious as
evidenced by the increased sales of
dual -wave and all-wave receivers.
There are about 18,000,000 radio receivers in the United States. All the
owners of these receivers are not going
to buy new sets, even with short-wave
reception put out as an enticement, for
the simple reason that there are thousands of people too well satisfied with
their old sets to snake any change. Yet,
it is quite evident that a large percentage of the people who own these
18,000,000 receivers would like to experience the thrill of pulling in foreign
stations and the ever -exciting police

to talk about and supports his belief that
"the old set is a world beater."

If the Service Man, when he completes a job of repairing a set, would
simply attach a good short-wave converter and tune in on one of the shortwave bands, he can show the set owner
that he is getting something that he
cannot possibly get with the old set.
My suggestion is that a converter
should be left with the set owner for
a day or two for an actual demonstration. The reception of London or Berlin will whet his appetite, and these
two stations are comparatively easy to
pick up.
Summer is really a very good time
to sell short-wave converters, because
the high frequencies are not troubled
with much static and reception is quite
often better than at other times of the
year. Summer is also a good time to
sell all-wave antenna systems, for installation is more convenient. While
it is not advisable to try to sell too
many things at one time, there is always
the opportunity for a Service Man to
call back again after a converter is sold
and make a new sale of an all -wave
antenna system.

signals.
SHORT-WAVE SALES

It

here where the Service Man
fits into the picture. He is in a position, when making a service call, to
demonstrate just what a modern shortwave converter can accomplish-a converter using the new type tubes and
with a satisfactory coupling system
which will permit it to be used effectively with most any type of broadcast
t -r -f or superheterodyne receiver.
It has already been demonstrated that
many people are more inclined to purchase a short-wave converter than an
all -wave receiver because the converter
adds to a remarkable degree to the
capabilities of old broadcast receivers to
which the owners have become attached. It gives the owner something
is

AN ALL-AROUND CONVERTER

Now comes the question as to what
sort of a short-wave converter the Service Man should attempt to sell. First
of all, there is a better chance of a sale
if the price of the converter is not too
high.
Fortunately, good, low-priced
converters are obtainable on which the
Service Man can make a good profit.
These units are small and quite simple
in operation.
Next in importance is the design of

"Sales Manager, Insuline Corp. of America.
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a simple self-powered short-wave converter which may be used with
any type of broadcast receiver. Plug-in coils are used.
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EXTERNAL POWERED CONVERTER

If it is believed that there is a good
market for an even cheaper converter,
there is the type which obtains its
heater and "B" supply directly from the
power -supply in the broadcast receiver.
This type is quite satisfactory providing
it uses no more than one or two tubes,
for in this case it places no heavy drain
on the receiver power -supply unit. Most
converters of this type are supplied with
an adapter which may be placed over
the prongs of the power tube in the
broadcast set-the most logical place to
pick up the voltage supply. Installation
of this type of converter, therefore, is
equally as simple as the self -powered
type.

T
A.C.or D.C.

Circuit diagram of

the converter. It should preferably be
of a type which is self -powered and
will operate equally as well on a-c as
on d -c. With a converter of this type,
all that is necessary in any case is to
plug it into the line, change the aerial
connection, and attach the output of the
converter to the input of the broadcast
receiver. Furthermore, the converter
should have a switch which will permit
the aerial to be changed from the converter input to the broadcast receiver
input so that the installation and connection will be permanent.
The circuit of a converter of this type
is shown in the accompanying diagram.
This unit uses a type 37 tube as a half wave rectifier in the power -supply, and
a type 6A7 tube as first detector and
oscillator. Since there is no power
transformer or complicated coils and
switching system, the cost of the unit
is kept low. The absence of a switching
system might be considered a drawback
on first thought, but it must be remembered that plug-in coils are far superior,
and in such a simple unit it is best to
keep losses as low as possible. The
consequent increase in efficiency makes
the converter that much more sensitive
to weak signals.
The usual inconvenience of plug-in
coils is practically eliminated by the
use of a fairly large capacity tuning
condenser-used in conjunction with a
vernier dial to make tuning easy. Only
two coils are therefore necessary, one
coil to cover the waveband from 20 to
60 meters and the other to cover the
band from 60 to 200 meters. Since the
average short-wave listener usually
stays in one band for a considerable
length of time, the coil changing is no
real inconvenience.

The writer believes that the Service
Man has a real opportunity to cash in
on the publicity being given short-wave
radio if he will go ahead with the home
demonstration idea. It's certainly worth
a fling.
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NOVEL 6B7 AVC CIRCUIT

(See Front Cover)
The Silvertone (Sears Roebuck)
Models 1722X and 1732X twelve -tube
receivers employ a novel type of AVC
system entirely divorced from the second detector circuit and working directly from the output of the last i -f
tube.

Referring to the circuit on the front
cover, note that a 6B7 tube is used
solely for automatic volume control
action. A study of the diagram will
show, first, that the cathode circuit of
the tube includes the 50,000 -ohm resistor, R-3 ; a choke, which in the complete circuit is in relation to the tuning
flasher system ; and the 2500 -ohm
speaker field the low end of which is
grounded. For the purpose in hand all
three units may be considered as a single cathode bias resistance. Second,
note that the diode plate B of the 6B7
tube is connected to the plate of the
i -f
tube through the condenser C-1.
Therefore, a certain percentage of the
i -f signal voltage is impressed on diode
plate B. Third, the actual AVC voltage
is developed in the circuit of diode plate
A, and is taken off at point 4 and fed
to the controlled tubes through the
resistor in series with the lead from
point 4.
OPERATION OF CIRCUIT

Now let's get down to the actual
operation of the AVC system. Again
referring to the diagram on the front
cover, it will be seen that if there were
no plate current through the 6B7, its
cathode would be negative with respect
to diode plate A by the amount of the
voltage drop across the 2500-ohm
speaker field. However, because of the
6B7 plate current and consequent voltage drop across the 50,000 -ohm resistor R-3, the cathode potential of the
6B7 is raised so that it is approximately 15 volts positive to diode
plate A.
As previously pointed out, a portion
of the i -f signal is fed through condenser C-1 to diode plate B. The resulting current, flowing through R-1 creates a voltage drop across it with point
1 positive with respect to point 2. This
voltage is impressed through R-2 on
to the control grid of the 6B7. This
increased negative control grid bias decreases the plate current and the voltage drop across R-3. As a consequence
the cathode bias with respect to
ground decreases. This is equivalent
to saying that diode plate A becomes
positive with respect to the cathode.
Current therefore flows from diode
plate A to the cathode, creating a voltage drop across R-4 with point 3 posi-
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tive with respect to point 4. Since the
grid returns of the r -f, translator and
second i -f stages are connected to point
4, the voltage drop across R-4 is impressed on the control grids of these
tubes. This negative bias, which varies
in step with the strength of the signal,
controls the amplification of these
tubes. An increase in signal strength
is offset by a decrease in tube amplification so that the output of the i -f
stage tends to remain at a constant
value.
Because the cathode of the 6B7 tube
is 15 volts positive with respect to
diode plate A (the AVC plate) the
AVC action is delayed until the received signal is strong enough to cause
diode plate A -to go positive with respect to the cathode. In this way the
full sensitivity of the receiver is maintained for stations too weak to give
full output from the receiver.

COMMUNITY AERIALS
(Continued from page 175)
to the same antenna provided the total
number of outlets does not exceed 25,
unless, of course, an exceptionally good
antenna is used. In this case an antenna
transformer (T) is installed between the
antenna and branch risers, as shown in
the right diagram of Fig. 8 and also in
the illustration of Fig. 5.
The wiring used with this system is
enclosed in a rigid conduit and consists
of two straight copper wires rubber insulated and covered with a paraffined
braid. One wire is used as the down
lead feeder from the antenna, to which
the couplers in that riser are connected.
The end of this wire is connected
through a terminal resistance to ground
in the basement. A typical radio receptacle for this type of system is shown
at the right in Fig. 7.
When the length of the conduit between the radio outlets, or the distance
between the top of the conduit on the
roof of the building and the first radio
outlet, is more than 50 feet, loading coils
are required. A loading coil should be
installed approximately every 25 feet in
series with the downlead. Also for each
downlead a terminal resistance is used.
This resistance is connected between the
end of the downlead and a good ground.
After the installation, a continuity
test of both the aerial downlead and the
ground wire should indicate approximately 1000 ohms for each terminal resistance. Since the resistance of the
coupler units are negligible, the resistance of the aerial to ground for a single
downlead should measure around 1000
ohms. For two downleads in parallel
this value should be 500 ohms.

6C6, 6D6 and 76 Tubes
RCA Radiotron, E. T. Cunningham
have released the technical data on the
6C6, 6D6 and 76 tubes. The tube symbols and bottom views of the socket

connections are given herewith.
6C6 and 6D6

4 GRID -METAL

TOP CAP

Since the Service Man has no particular use for the specific characteristics of tubes, such as inter -electrode
capacity, etc., we believe it will suffice
to state in these cases that the 6C6 is
the 6.3 -volt version of the 57 tube, the
6D6 the 6.3 volt version of the 58, and
the 76-a particularly new tube on the
horizon-the 6.3 -volt version of the 56.
76

All three tubes have the usual heater
current of 0.3 ampere, and are operated
at the same values of plate and screen
voltages as their 2.5 -volt sisters.
Philco Model 58
Model 58 is a four -tube superheterodyne receiver, very similar to Model 57.

It uses the same tubes, circuit, and most
of the same electrical parts as the Model
57. However, the cabinet is somewhat

different, and a pilot light has been
added. The illuminated dial and volume
indicator are similar to those used in
Model 54-C.
The center tap of the filament winding goes to B-instead of to ground.
This connection (to B-) is also used
on all Model 57's except the earliest
production.
Also the connections on the oscillator pick-up coil have been changed from
the Model 57. In the Model 58 one end
of this coil goes directly to the cathode
of the detector -oscillator tube, and the
other end to the 8000-ohm resistor and
.001-mfd condenser, the other ends of
these two units being grounded.
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Knight Model W All -Wave

The diagram of this 8-tube Knight
(Allied Radio) superheterodyne, with
all values and voltages, is given on this
page.

A type 78 tube is used as first detector
and a 37 tube as oscillator. Wave changing in these circuits is accomplished by
a five-position tandem switch. Separate
coils are used for each waveband and
one section of the tandem switch selects
a colored light for each position or
waveband. The lights are supplied by
the sanie winding on the power transformer which feeds the tube heaters.
There are two i -f stages following the
first detector, each stage employing a
type 78 tube. These i -f tubes obtain their
initial bias from the voltage drop in the
300 -ohm resistors in series with the cathode circuits. The grid return circuits
of the i -f tubes are connected to the automatic volume control line terminating
in the output of the diode second detector.
The diode section of the type 85 tube
supplies signal voltage to the triode
section. The control grid of the 85
triode is biased from the same source
as the control grids of the type 42 power
pentodes; namely, the drop in voltage
across the resistor network shunting the
speaker field. Since the speaker field
is in the negative leg of the power supply system, the voltage developed is
negative with respect to ground.
The volume control is in the grid circuit of the 85 triode. The tone control
is in the grid circuit of the power tubes.
The i -f stages are carefully peaked
78

at 456 kc and should not require adjustment under ordinary circumstances.
However, if adjustment is found necessary, feed a 456-kc signal from a test
oscillator to the grid cap of the 78 tube
located at the rear end of the tuning condenser; then adjust the double trimmers
in the top of the coil cans nearest this
tube-also the single trimmer in the
top of the coil can near the type 85 tube,
to loudest volume, being sure to keep the
oscillator signal at a low volume level.
In trimming the frequency bands, first
set the dial to the third group of figures
from the right-hand end. Trim the
"red" band first by adjusting the trimmers on top of the tuning condensers
until a signal of the proper frequency
applied to the built-in aerial is heard at
its loudest. Next, trim the "orange"
band by adjusting the 3 -plate trimmers,
located on the under side of the
chassis, to loudest volume with proper
signal frequency applied to the antenna.
Finally, trim the "blue" band by adjusting the 2 -plate trimmers located adjacent to the 3 -plate trimmers, in the same
manner. In trimming the various bands,
be sure that the band switch is set to the
proper band as indicated by the color
of the dial lamp. Also, keep the oscillator signal to as low a volume level as
possible for accuracy.

Sparton "A" and "AX"
Receiver Models
The Sparton receivers Models 75-A,
475-A and 478-A use the same chassis.
These are all -wave receivers manufactured for the domestic market and are
equipped with an inter -station noise suppressor system.
The 75,AX, 475 -AX and 478 -AX receivers are export models, all using the
same chassis. This chassis differs from
the chassis used in the "A" models in
that there is no inter -station noise suppression and there is added a radiophonograph switch and pickup jacks.
The i -f peak in all these receivers is
456 kc.
The I C6 Tube
The 106 tube is of the 2 -volt filament type. It is a five -grid, electron coupled, detector -oscillator tube with a
high conversion gain and was designed
to displace the 1A6 in battery receivers
of the all -wave type. It readily oscillates at frequencies in the upper band
of 10 to 24 megacycles.
The interchanging of the 1A6 with
the 106 is recommended only in circuits
where the ballast lamp or filament series
resistor can be changed to accommodate
the .120 -ampere filament drain of the
I C6.

is desired to employ the audio

amplifier of the receiver for the reproduction of phonograph music, mount a
single -pole toggle switch and two insulated pin jacks in the rear of the chassis
near the type 85 tube socket; connect
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remaining switch terminal to the other
outside terminal of the volume control.
Plug the phonograph pickup leads into
the pin jacks.

PHONOGRAPH CONNECTIONS

If it

100 V

o

one side of the switch to one pin jack,
the remaining pin jack to one outside
terminal of the volume control and the

G
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Model W All -Wave Receiver.
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Auto -Radio

Make the change, now before you forget it.
The 75 triode is resistance coupled to
a 37 used as a driver for the type 79
Class B output tube. The tone control
is in the plate circuit of the driver tube.

Philco Model 800

A new style i -f transformer, complete
with padders, is used in the Model 800.
The padders are placed in the top of the
shield can one above the other.
The primary padder is adjusted by
means of the screw slot, accessible
through the hole in top of the shield
can. The secondary padder is adjusted
by means of the small hex nut, also accessible through the hole in top of the
can. (See Fig. 2.)
The coil windings terminate in leads
instead of terminal lugs. The plate lead
is white ; B plus, red; grid, black and

ADJUSTMENTS

It is essential that adjustments be
made very carefully in this receiver. A
good test oscillator must be used.
Remove the speaker lid from the receiver and disconnect the antenna. Then

-0

;

®TUNING

grid return, green.

CONDENSER

THE CIRCUIT
A type 39 or 44 tube is used in the
r -f stage. This is inductively and capacitively coupled to the 6A7 mixer -oscillator tube. There is one stage of i -f
peaked at 260 kc, using a 39 or 44 tube,
which feeds a type 75 diode -triode used
as second detector, AVC and a -f. Resistors (32) and (33) are a part of the
diode load circuit and the AVC lines
leave at this point. Full control is placed
on the r -f and mixer tubes, and partial
control placed on the i -f tube, through
the connection from the midpoint of the
two resistors just referred to. The volume -control potentiometer (30) really
parallels resistors (32) and (33). A
connection dot should be shown where
the potentiometer lead crosses the lead
from resistor (28) to resistor (32).

ANTENNA PADDER
R.F. PADDER

HIGH FREQUENCY PADDER
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remove the grid connection from the
6A7 tube. The location of this tube is
given in Fig. 2.
Set up the oscillator and adjust it exactly to 260 kc. Connect the oscillator
lead to the grid cap of the 6A7. The
output meter must be connected by
means of an adapter to the small prong
of the speaker plug and to the chassis.
Set receiver volume control approximately full on and the attenuator on the
oscillator at a point which gives a half scale reading on the output meter.
The padders (25) and (27) are adjusted first (See Figs. 1 and 2). Turn
the adjusting screw (25) all the way in.
A metal screw driver can be used for
this. Then, with oscillator attenuator set
so there is approximately half-scale
reading, adjust the nut (27) with a fibre
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AUTO -RADIO -continued
wrench for maximum reading in output
meter.
Then adjust the screw (25) for maxi-

mum reading. This adjustment is critical. Note the maximum reading obtainable and then turn the screw in again

AUTO -RECEIVER -F PEAKS
I

Manufacturer
Air King Products Corp
All American Mohawk Corp. . . .
All American Mohawk Corp.
.
American Television & Radio Corp.
Arvin-Noblitt Sparks Industries . .
Arvin-Nohlitt Sparks Industries .
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co. .

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co.
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co.
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co.

.
.

.

Audiola Radio Co
Audiola Radio Co
Autocrat Radio Co.
Auto -Vox Radio Co
Auto -Vox Radio Co
Belmont Radio Corp
Cadillac Motor Car Co
Car'uso-Laurehk Radio Mfg. Labs.
Central Radio Corporation .
.
.
Central Radio Corporation
.
Crosley Radio Corporation
.
.
.
Colonial Radio Corporation
.
.
Colonial Radio Corporation
.
Delco Radio Corporation
.
.
Dewald-Pierce Airo, Inc
Dewald-Pierce Airo, Inc
Electric Auto Lite Co
El Rey Radio Mfg. Co
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
.

.

.

.
.

.

Erla-Elect. Research Labs..
Erla-Elect. Research Labs..
Erla-Elect. Research Labs.
Fada Radio & Electric Corp.
.
Fada Radio & Electric Corp.
Franklin Radio Corp.
Freed Radio & Television Corp.
Gulbransen Company
Hoodwin Company, Charles
Jackson Bell Company, Ltd.
Kayo Manufacturing Co
Kayo Manufacturing Co
Larkin Company
Lyric, Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co.
Lyric, Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co.
Majestic -Grigsby Grunow Co.
Melburn Radio Mfg. Co

Model
400,500
U-50
U-500
Duo, 61
10-A
20-A, 30-A
91, 91-B, 91-C
424, 666, 816, 926, 936
534
636, 756, 756-B
6, 7, A-6, S-6, S-7
345

Dictator

5

456
175
175
182.5
260

264
450
262.5
177.5
456
456
175

80
660

262

06W, 072, 56V1

262

560, 561
261
95, 96, 98, 99, 102, 103
150
106B, 164, 164B, 182, 182B

256

AE -79

175
175
175

181.5
480

3026

175
175

61

456

52

175

062-A, 072-A, 3722

262

A, B, C,

465
172.5
175
265

678

.

.

521

.

.

.

601, 602, 5600, 6000

4400

370

(RK), 102, 104-B
104
100, 102, 200

470
456
262

.

A-7, A-9
362, V6Z2, 06-W, Z6Z1
970

.

24, 205

456

Mission Bell Radio Co
Montgomery Ward Co
Motorola -Galvin Mfg. Co
Motorola -Galvin Mfg. Co
Moto-Meter Gauge & Equipment Co.
Packard Radio Corp
Philco Radio & Television Corp. .
Philco Radio & Television Corp. .
Philco Radio & Television Corp. .
RCA-Victor Company, Inc. . .
Radio Chassis, Inc
Sparks Withington Company
.
.
Stewart Radio Corporation . . . .
.

101

Super 4
Super 5

.

.

Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
Zenith Radio Corporation . . .

175

90, 91

175

A-60
460
66, 114, 116

485

40, 45, 50
10-A, 19, 19-A
670

465
262

44, 55, 66, 77, 77A, 77B

456

5, 46
5

470
460

7, 8, 12
6, 9, 10

260

7 -T -47-A,61,88

10-A

175
175
175
175

175
175

M30, M32, M34, M105, M116 175
2, 5
33, 34

175
172.5

60

.

.

175

175

.

.

175

262.5

Stewart -Warner Corporation
R-112
Stromberg -Carlson Tele. Mf g. Co. . 33
Stromberg -Carlson Tele. Mfg. Co.
(Compact Police)
Transformer Corporation of America AR-100
United American Bosch Corporation 100, 150, 108 (Police)
United Motors (B O P)
2035, 4036, 4037
.
Wells -Gardner & Company
5V, 6V, 6U, 062, 6Z1,
.

175

485

75

.

.

I -F Peak

262
456
260
175

465
175

262

.

V6Z2, Z6Z4, 06-W

.

6 -Tube

.

460, 461

Super

262
262
485

and readjust, just bringing the adjustment up to the maximum reading. Dv
not pass it and then back off.
Repeat the above procedure with the
condensers (16) and (19).
After padding the first i -f stage, remove the oscillator lead from the 6A7
and put back the grid connection on this
tube. Also connect the antenna lead to
the receiver. Set the oscillator at 1500
kc and then connect the oscillator lead
to the antenna lead.
There are four holes in line, one in
each of the sections of the tuning condenser housing (See Fig. 2). Place a
nail of the size that fits snugly through
the holes and then turn the condenser
plates out of mesh until they strike
against the nail.
With the tuning condenser in this position adjust the high -frequency padder
(10) until the maximum reading is obtained. This is the true setting for 1500
kc, 150 on the dial scale.
Next turn the condenser plates in
mesh to 140 on the scale (1400 kc), and
set the oscillator at 1400 kc. The r -f
padder (9) and the antenna padder (3)
are next adjusted for the maximum
reading.
Turn the condenser plates in mesh
to 60 on the scale (600 kc), and readjust the oscillator to this frequency.
Adjust the low -frequency padder (14)
for maximum reading:

Majestic 66 Protection
The Majestic Model 66 auto radio
must be carefully protected from moisture, or the set may become inoperative
for no apparent reason. Moisture may
leak in through the top of the set if the
louvres in the cover point forward when
the set is in position, or even when they
are reversed, if the car in which the set
is installed has a leaky cowl.
The moisture gets into the i -f trimmers, changing their capacity or shorting them outright into the tuning condensers, shorting them, ; and around the
tube prongs, causing a peculiar, moist
substance to form, which shorts out any
r -f energy which may get that far. This
substance is similar in appearance to
the copper sulphate which forms on
storage batteries, but the writer has
been unable to determine its composition. It must be removed, however, the
set dried in a warm place overnight, and
morning will find it as good as ever.
Attention should be given this matter in the case of convertibles and older
model cars having cowl ventilators.
;

IRVING SEIDEMAN,

-Courtesy Hygrade-Sylvania "Auto -Radio Installation and Servicing"
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USING OSCILLATOR HARMONICS
THE table printed on this page

is

made up of the fundamental radio
frequencies from 125 kc to 4500 kc and
the harmonics of these frequencies
through the seventh. This table may
be used when it is desired to determine
rapidly what fundamental frequency a
test oscillator should be set at to provide a harmonic at some specific frequency not within the fundamental
range of the oscillator. Or the process
may be reversed: For example, suppose
we wish to make an adjustment on an
all -wave receiver at 9000 kc. A quick
glance through the table will show that
9000 kc is the sixth harmonic of 1500
kc. Therefore, if the test oscillator is
set at 1500 kc, its sixth harmonic may
be used to make the receiver adjustment
at 9000 kc. Now, suppose that the frequency desired is 9100 instead of 9000
kc. A glance at the table will show
that 9100 kc is the seventh harmonic
of 1300 kc. Therefore, if the test oscillator is set at 1300 kc, the seventh harmonic will be heard when the receiver
adjustment hits 9100 kc.
CHECKING HARMONICS

If you will run through the table of
figures you will find that the harmonics
of some frequencies are very close to
the harmonics of others. Thus, the second harmonic of 126 kc is only 2 kc
away from the second harmonic of 125
kc. Also, as another example, the fourth
harmonic of 2500 kc is also the fifth
harmonic of 2000 kc, i. e., 10,000 kc.
It is seen, therefore, that errors can be
made if the oscillator is not well calibrated, or an error may be made
through confusion of harmonics. The
accompanying table is handy in this
respect, too, as it indicates where errors
could well be made.
Here is a way to check the harmonic :
Suppose we wished to check an all -wave
or short-wave receiver at 12,000 kc.
First set the test oscillator at 2000 kc
and the receiver at 4000 kc. When the
receiver reaches 4000 kc the second
harmonic of the test oscillator will be
picked up. It would be pretty hard to
go wrong on this. Now tune the receiver to 12,000 kc, at which point the
sixth harmonic of the 2000-kc test oscillator signal will be heard. Now, by
leaving the receiver adjustment as it is
and re -setting the test oscillator to 3000
kc we can check the latter harmonic,
for at the 3000-kc setting we should
again hear the oscillator note because
12,000 kc is the third harmonic of 3000
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as well as being the sixth harmonic of
2000 kc. A further check can be made
at 4000 kc, for 12,000 kc is the third
harmonic of this frequency. This pro-

Fundamental
Frequency
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
170
171
172
173
174
175

176
177
178
179
180
200
220

240
260
261
262
263

264
265
280
320

350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500

2nd

250
252
254
256
258
260
262
264
266
268
270
340
342
344
346
348
350
352
354
356
358
360
400
440
480
520
522
524
526
528
530
560
640
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000

3rd
375
378
381

384
387
390
393
396
399
402
405
510
513
516
519
522
525
528
531

534
537
540
600
660
720
780
783
786
789
792
795
840
960
1050
1200
1350
1500
1650
1800
1950
2100
2250
2400
2550
2700
2850
3000
3300
3600
3900
4200
4500
6000
7500
9000
10500
12000
13500

cedure insures us that we were using
the correct harmonic so that the test
oscillator may then be set again at 2000
kc and the receiver adjustment made.

Harmonics
4th
5th
500
625
504
630
508
635
512
640
645
516
650
520
655
524
528
660
532
665
670
536
540
675
680
850
855
684
688
860
865
692
696
870
700
875
704
880
708
885
712
890
895
716
720
900
1000
800
1100
880
1200
960
1300
1040
1305
1044
1310
1048
1052
1315
1320
1056
1060
1325
1120
1400
1280
1600
1400
1750
1600
2000
1800
2250
2000
2500
2750
2200
2400
3000
2600
3250
2800
3500
3000
3750
3200
4000
3400
4250
3600
4500
4750
3800
4000
5000
4400
5500
4800
6000
5200
6500
5600
7000
6000
7500
10000
8000
10000
12500
12000
15000
14000
17500
20000
16000
18000
22500

6th

750
756
762
768
774
780
786

792
798
804
810
1020
1026
1032
1038
1044
1050
1056
1062
1068
1074
1080
1200
1320
1440
1560
1566
1572
1578
1584
1590
1680
1920

2100
2400
2700
3000
3300
3600
3900
4200
4500
4800
5100
5400
5700
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
12000
15000
18000
21000
24000
27000

7th
875
882
889
896
903
910
917
924
931
938
945
1190
1197
1204
1211
1218
1225
1232
1239
1246
1253
1260
1400
1540
1680
1820
1827
1834
1841
1848
1855
1960

2240
2450
2800
3150
3500
3850
4200
4550
4900
5250
5600
5950
6300
6650
7000
7700
8400
9100
9800
10500
14000
17500

21000
24500
28000
31500
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JOB...

THE

of a rectifier tube, which has been used
for 1000 hours, or so, in a radio re-

UNIVERSAL FEEDER CIRCUIT
FOR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
It is quite often found impractical to
run four lines to supply the voice-coils

inspect the stem to determine whether
any marked amount of electrolysis has
taken place.

and fields of remotely located loudspeakers. It is possible, by the use of
the circuit shown, to use only two lines
and send the d -c and a -c over the same
line without producing interference.
This is accomplished by merely putting
in two 1-mfd condensers as shown, the
condensers naturally not permitting the
d -c to pass. Hence both the d -c field excitation current and the a -c voice -coil
current can be made to pass over the
same line. Such a system is well
adapted up to distances of 2000 feet, but
it is necessary, of course, to take the
line drop, resistance, and the like, into
consideration at such distances.
Ih the accompanying diagram, the output -to -line transformer, T-1, has 400
ohms on the output side. The line -to speaker transformer, T-2, has 400 ohms
on the line side and 15 ohms on the
speaker side. In series with both transformers are 1-mfd condensers which
limit the d -c excitation to the resistor
and field circuits. The resistor is variable from 0 to 250,000 ohms and is
across a 500-ohm line. This resistor
naturally gives any value to the field
excitation current that may be desired,
with a similar effect upon the amount
of a -c flowing through T-2. Other
values may be substituted when necessary or desirable.

ELECTROLYSIS

Electrolysis is defined as the chemical
decomposition of a substance due to an
electric current. Through the glass stem
tubing of the rectifier tube pass the
plate and filament leads. The spacing
between these leads is relatively small ;
the stem temperature during operation
is high and the potential difference existing between the leads is large. All
three of the above conditions cause
electrolysis to a greater or less degree.
This electrolysis manifests itself as a
black growth on the plate lead, or leads,
in a rectifier where these leads pass
through the glass stem. This black
growth is evidence of a decomposition
of the glass in the stem and when it has

progressed sufficiently far, an arc may
occur between the plate and the filament, or it may impair the stem to such
an extent that air is admitted to the tube
through a microscopic leak. If an arc occurs between the plate and the filament.
and the radio set is unprotected by a
fuse, there is quite a possibility that the
power transformer will be burned out.
It is for this reason that one should,
when testing tubes, pay particular attention to the rectifier and see that the
tube is replaced before electrolysis has
progressed to such a point that it may
soon damage the receiver.

BERNARD EPHRAIM,

Represa, Calif.

DEGREE OF DEPOSIT
-

Testing Rectifier Tubes
It is an advisable precaution, when
testing a customer's tubes, to pay somewhat more than normal attention to the
rectifier tube, for failure of the rectifier
tube can, and sometimes does, cause
damage to the set. After testing the
rectifier for plate current, it is well to

As stated above, the evidence of electrolysis is found in the black growth
surrounding the plate lead. Inspection
of a new tube will reveal that, while the
surface of the glass stem may be blackened to some extent, still, the point
where the lead wires go through the
glass stem will usually be clear, or at
least, milky in appearance. Inspection

Circuit arrangement which permits the feeding of signal and power to
over
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a

single

pair cable.

a

dynamic speaker

ceiver, will readily reveal that surrounding the plate lead wires in the
stem is a black deposit. It is impossible
to lay down a hard and fast rule as to
just how large this deposit may safely
be before the tube should be thrown
away, but the degree of blackening permissible should probably not be greater
than the diameter of the lead wire.
Airline No. 62-20
\\ hen an Airline No. 62-20 seven tube superheterodyne receiver was
turned on, with the manual volume control turned to the lowest position, any
station carne in with full volume for
a minute or so, and since the set was
used in a hotel it became quite bothersome. Since the manual volume control
affects the control grid of the AVC
tube, the trouble was remedied by putting in a quicker heating 24-A (AVC)
tube.
REALIGNING SUPERS

In realigning superheterodynes at the
high frequency end of the dial (around
1400 kc), which use one stage or one
tube as AVC and 2nd detector, or for
that matter whatever the combination
may be, always keep the signal from
the external oscillator very low in order
to keep below the AVC action in the
set. A much sharper and more accurate
peak can be obtained in this way.
CHEVROLET MOTOR CAR SETS

I have had about 18 Chevrolet car
sets, Model 364441 (United Motors),
in which the vibrator failed. Most of
these were in use around 4 months.

To correct, remove chassis and then
remove vibrator points. Use a thin
carborundum stone to dress up the
points, and adjust them very close to
the center points.
J. M. OSENTON,
Osenton's Radio Service,
Peerless 65 and K-65
Peerless Courier 65 and K-65
(United Reproducers Corp.). Trouble
with plate bypass condensers. They
should be replaced with 400 -volt, 0.1mfd condensers.
Recently increased the volume of a
number of these sets by shorting out the
portion of the voltage divider between
r -f plate lead (red) and first a -f plate
lead (yellow), then changing first a -f
bias resistor to 1500 ohms, and detector
bias resistor to 25,000 ohms.
S. F. PUSEY,

Madera, Pa.
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vestment between May and October, and
from then on all income, less comparatively small deductions for maintenance,
is pure profit. There is no reason why
the sales effort should be relaxed even
during the winter, for ice skating contests are highly popular in many sections of the country and draw large
crowds.

you don't think 15 watts of audio signal is a lot of signal, you should be near
the speakers with the gain control all
the way up!
With compact, efficient amplifiers of
this kind, the problem of transportation
presents no difficulties at all. A complete P -A outfit can be loaded into
most any coach, sedan or touring car,
or even a rented horse-drawn wagon, if
the Service Man has no car of his own.
Of course, it is important to have a
husky, fully -charged battery at the start
of a day's work ; some men even carry a
spare. If the regular car battery is of
respectable size, there is no reason why
it cannot be used, as the total current
drain of the typical amplifier mentioned
is only about 11 amperes.
As batteries are pretty cheap, it is
a good idea to have a separate 120 -hour
unit for the amplifier, and the car battery can then be used in a pinch if the
amplifier must be operated for more
than a whole day. This is not likely, but
it pays to be prepared.

P -A OUTFITS
When I speak of "portable P -A outfits," I refer exclusively to 6-volt storage-battery -operated units. Formerly
the orphans of the sound business, portable amplifiers have today reached a
rather high degree of perfection, thanks
to the introduction of versatile, low drain tubes, the development of high gain, high -power, Class "B" circuits
and the availability of economical high voltage dynamotors. Rack and panel
amplifiers and tons of expensive "B"
batteries, once required for the purpose, are no longer needed for outdoor
service. A 15 -watt amplifier, with selfcontained plate generator, can now be
obtained in the form of a single unit
so small it can be hung under the dashboard of a light passenger car! And if

If you get the P -A job for a picnic
or any other outdoor affair, be sure to
look the grounds over before you drag
out any equipment. In some cases, it is
possible to leave all the apparatus in
the car, parked near the speaker's stand
or headquarter's tent, and to run the
mike and speaker wires out from it.
Some protection for the amplifier and
its accessories must be provided, otherwise it will disappear piece by piece in
the hands of souvenir collectors. Keep
an especially wary eye on the microphone, as this is a great attraction for
people who have never before seen one
close up.
For a crowd of several hundred people, one or two speakers is sufficient.
(Continued on page 192)

Public Address

. .

"PUBLIC-ADDRESS" FOR THE SERVICE MAN
The second of a series of three articles on the sale, rental and use of
public-address equipment. The present article deals with outdoor equipment
of the mobile type and includes the technical data on a storage-battery operated job with 15 watts output.

By Frank
the outdoor public-address field
I more than in the indoor field, aggressiveness is a prime requisite. The wise
Service Man with an eye for business
will read his local newspaper and the
newspapers of surrounding towns very
carefully, and will clip out all items
referring to carnivals, circuses, American Legion gatherings, fairs, auto races,
organization picnics or outings, church
festivals, swimming meets, beauty and
baby parades, and even outdoor weddings. The two theatrical magazines,
"Variety" and "The Billboard," copies
of which can be picked up at most railroad stations, should also be consulted.
If you expect to sell or rent P -A outfits for outdoor work, you've got to
know who and where your prospective
customers are.
Many traveling road shows carry
their own P -A stuff, so perhaps it is
best to stick to your own territory.
Write, telephone or visit the commander
of the Legion post, or the chairman of
the entertainment committee of the
fraternal lodge, or the promoter of the
auto race or parade, as far in advance
of the date of the affair as possible, and
tell him what you have to offer. A P -A
system invariably makes a big hit at
affairs of this kind, as the neighborhood clown gets a chance to perform,
the community Lily Pons does a little
yodeling, the local politician does a little
electioneering, and everybody has a good
time.
I N

Lester*
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RENTAL BUSINESS

Of course, the possibility of selling
P -A units for work of this kind is
pretty remote. The "gravy" is renting
them for the occasion at a lump sum.
Fees of $10 to $25 per day are pretty
easy to get, as this money represents
only a small part of the total cost of
most outdoor shows of various kinds.
Figuring a complete outfit to cost about
$150 (including amplifier, mike, controls, two speakers and phonograph
turntable), a live-wire Service Man
should be able to clear the entire in -

PRECAUTIONS
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HIGHLIGHTS...
Service -Man's Notebook
Who can move these days without realizing that 1934 has reached the spring
of its life and is budding profusely on
all sides? We noticed it recently, and
decided on the spot that since everything
else seemed to be filled with new lifeincluding business-that SERVICE should be
touched by the fingers of spring, too. So
-we finally decided to start a new department, the idea for which has been f ermenting in the cask of our brain ever
since repeal.
Well, the new department is here, and
we've named it the "Service -Man's Notebook."

For the present at least this new dèpartment will be confined to a single page,
and will include only such items as tables,
graphs and calculations which we believe
of special value to the Service Man. We
have a number of items lined up for forthcoming issues, but are plenty open to
suggestions. Maybe you have something
in mind which you would wish to have
tabulated, graphed or otherwise fingerprinted for quick survey. Something like
a wavelength-frequency chart, or a graph
for the quick calculation of the value of
resistors in parallel. Or what?
If you don't let us know what you want,
we'll go our own way and may end up
by running dope on how to make your own
wine-which wouldn't be so bad, but a
bit out of place.

Rider Manual Volume IV
Another addition has been made to the
Rider's Manual series. Volume IV made
its appearance during the last week in
March.
Volume IV picks up where Volume III
left off. From reports furnished by the
publisher, the new Rider Manual includes
schematics and service data covering radio
receivers issued as late as February, 1934.
The complete manual, inclusive of a
Special Section, totals about 1060 pages.
Of special interest is a section of about
24 pages which is devoted to explanations
of the path of the signal currents found
in some of the highly complicated receivers
listed in Volume IV. No doubt Rider realized the need for explanations covering the
operation of some of these special circuits.
Some of the items mentioned in this Special Section to Volume IV are: Automatic
sensitivity control automatic tone control; delayed AVC; duo -diodes, triodes and
pentodes; phase changer tubes; QAVC;
reflexed pentodes ; various flasher systems,
etc.
The index accompanying Volume IV is
also unique. It is a separate printed volume of about 40 pages. (In time to come
the index will 1 e as voluminous as the
manuals themselves !) Of particular interest
is the fact that this index covers all of the
Rider Manuals ever issued, inclusive of
the early Volumes I and II sold by the
publisher and also distributed by Ntion'l
Union in connection with tube deals, and
also the RCA Radiotron-Cunningham
"Combination Rider Manual," which contained Volumes I, II and III.
The revised Volumes I and II and all of
the Volumes III and IV sold by the publisher or disposed of by some of the tube
companies in connection with tube deals
are indexed in this single complete index.
;
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As is to he expected, Rider made every
effort to present the most complete picture
and there are about 135 manufacturers and
trade names listed in Volume IV. The addition of this volume to the previously issued Volumes I, II and III makes a total
of about 4,000 pages in Rider's Manual.

Sylvania Auto -Radio Book
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, Emporium, Pa., have on the presses the new
"Auto-Radio Installation and Servicing"
manual-and by the time you read this
it will probably be ready for distribution.
We have before us as we write the
complete page proofs of this manual, and
it is undoubtedly the best and most complete compilation of auto -radio data we
have so far run across.
The book opens with a number of pages
on general engineering information on the
calculation of resistor and condenser values. These pages are followed by installation notes on receivers and antennas, with
antenna top construction data, and a
lengthy treatise on the suppression of
ignition interference.
The long chapter on service hints should
prove of great value. The hints refer to
makes of receivers and the listing is alphabetical. This is followed by further
hints listed alphabetically by makes of cars.
More hints are given under special headings, such as installation, interference
suppressors, power-supply units, tubes and
parts, and tube requirements for all makes
of receivers. A table is also included,
showing which auto -radio tubes are interchangeable.
In the back of the book are tables listing the characteristics of all Sylvania autoradio tubes, and their base connections.
A copy of this book may be obtained
free of charge by writing to Hygrade Sylvania. It's well worth having.

Short Wave Handbook
Standard Publications, Inc., 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y. (the publishers of
the excellent magazine, "Short Wave
Radio") have brought out the "Short Wave
Radio Handbook," by Clifford E. Denton.
There are 122 actual pages of text and
tables, and one of the nice things about
the book is that there is no introductory
section telling how a magnet works and
showing you a picture of the thing to convince you of the fact.
The book is primarily intended for the
short-wave experimenter who likes to roll
his own, but there is so much data on
tube applications. coil winding data, simple
formulas, etc., that it should also appeal
to the Service Man.
The book also contains constructional
data on short-wave t -r -f and superheterodyne receivers, converters, super -regenerative receivers, single -signal sets, power supply units, an i -f oscillator, short-wave
oscillators, etc.
$
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prior to December,
1934, are scarcer than hen's teeth. Mr.
H. A. Shannon, of Shannon Radio Service,
Mount Vernon. New York, is a nervous
wreck from trying to hunt down a copy
of the March, 1932. issue. Now he gives
up. and will be glad to pay anyone a
dollar for one of these copies.
Copies of

SERVICE

Who wants to make a dollar?
write Mr. Shannon.

Well,

"Unit -Matched" P-A.
The Operadio Manufacturing Co., St.
Charles, Ill., subscribe to the old belief
that when you buy a new suit, by rights
the pants ought to match the coat and
the vest. We think so too . . . that is,
if you're not an Englishman.
With this logical premise in hand, they
also figured that if a fellow is going to
buy public-address equipment, by rights all
the units ought to match up if the thing
is to work the way it should.
Thereupon they worked out various types
of amplifiers, microphones, pickups, control
units and speakers which, when used with
the right units will work at maximum
efficiency. Thus, no headaches or dissatisfied customers.
Operadio has a bulletin on this new
idea, titled "A Sound Argument." Copies
may be had free upon request.
New Cornell-Dubilier Catalog
Cornell-Dubilier Corporation, 4377 Bronx
Boulevard, New York, have just issued
Catalog No. 125 which is available to the
trade free of charge. This catalog is
especially for the Service Man and is replete with information regarding the most
common and popular types of electrolytic,
paper and mica condensers used in all types
of radio receivers, auto -radios, a -c, d -c
midgets, large consoles and all -wave sets.

New Kenyon Catalog
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc., has just
released their new Spring catalog.
It is somewhat changed in form from
earlier issues, as it appears in two parts.
The Laboratory Standard, the Portable,
the Transmitting, and the All -Purpose
lines appear in one catalog of twenty pages,
and these are presented with full detailed
information in tabular form. The Replacement line is covered in a separate eight -

page folder and contains many new items,
both in the power transformers and audio
line.
Copies may be procured through your
local dealer, or directly.

Trouble Manual
The Servicemen's Publishing Co., 136
Liberty St., New York, N. Y., have
brought out a nice husky pocket manual
(which will really fit the pocket) called
"Actual Troubles in Commercial Radio
Receivers." There are 173 pages of notes
on characteristic troubles and cures gained
through the experience of Mr. Bertram
M. Freed who has worked for large dealer service companies. The book opens with
"Amrad" and closes with "Zenith." It's
quite complete, and should be of value
to the Service Man who can't waste too
much time with Jonah's.

Compact "All -Waver"
The Freed Television and Radio Corp.,
has the only All -Wave "Midget" receiver
we have ever seen. It's the Model 366 SW,
and covers the complete band from 15 to
560 meters.
The set is designed for operation on
110/120 volts a -c, and uses a 6D6, two
78's, a 77, a 42 and an 80.
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Now Sylvania engineers have prepared a reference book devoted solely to auto -radio. This
handy pocket manual, written in the service man's
terms, contains tested information on suppression
of ignition interference, tells which pole of the
storage battery is grounded, what car makes and
.
models have antenna installed at the factory
and answers other problems you will meet in autoradio installation and servicing.

..

Send for your free copy of this new book that
will help to put you in on the ground floor of the

-a

fast-growing auto -radio industry
worthwhile
business in itself, when you realize that 724,000
sets were sold in 1933, and it is estimated that
1,000,000 sets will be installed in 1934! Sylvania
engineers themselves, with their development of
the 6.3 volt tube, are responsible to a large extent
for the advance of auto -radio. HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION.
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
Emporium, Pa.
Please send free, without obligation, your new service
book, "Auto -Radio Installation and Servicing".

THE SET -TESTED RADIO TUBE
Makers of

Sylvania Tubes
Hygrade Lamps
Electronic Devices

MAY,

1934

Name

Factories

Emporium, Pa.
St. Mary's, Pa.
Salem, Mass.
Clifton, N. J. © 1931.
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II.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS-continued
(Continued from page 189)
For convenience in connection, try to
keep them on top of the car, or on poles
or trees close by. For most temporary
set-ups it rarely is necessary to extend
the speaker leads any distance. A little
experimenting with the speakers in relation to the microphone will quickly
determine the best set-up for freedom
from howling due to acoustic feedback.
A phonograph turntable and a plentiful supply of records are essential. Incidentally, make sure to include a record
of the National Anthem. This is particularly important for semi -military
and patriotic organization affairs. Let
the chairman or the head of the affair
know what your record stock consists
of, and try to work out a definite program in advance. Careful arrangement
of the musical part of the program will
do much to make the event a success.
Also determine who is or is not to be

allowed the use of the microphone.

don't depend on promises. If you don't
collect immediately you will invariably
be out of luck later. Many a well-meaning club secretary says, "Oh, you'll he
paid just as soon as we tally up the
receipts," but if the receipts don't cover
the beer and the hot dogs, and if you
didn't get a deposit in advance, you're
likely to go home with a dead battery,
a feeling of chagrin, and a lot of
apologies.
TYPICAL SIX -VOLT AMPLIFIER

The Service Man with suitable equipment at his disposal can undertake any
ordinary outdoor P -A job with complete confidence. Six -volt amplifiers are
now as dependable as any a -c jobs, and
really more economical than many of
them. An excellent example of presentday trends in this direction is a 6 -volt
mobile amplifier, which has a 15 -watt
output rating (17 watts peak) and a
self-contained "B" supply in the form

The chassis of the storage -battery -operated Class B ampli-

fier, the circuit of which is
shown on page 189. This unit
employs three type 79 tubes in
the output. These are connected in parallel and operated push -push.

Everybody will want a chance at it, and
unless some person of authority lays
down the law, the mike will be assailed
by giggling sopranos, boy orators,
would-be crooners and so on.
COLLECTING FEES

One important little detail must not
he overlooked, and that is the matter
of collecting for your services. First
agree with the promoters of an affair
as to your fee (don't be afraid to ask
for plenty ; you can always come down
a little, and then your customer will
think he has done his organization a
good turn), and then determine when
and how you are to be paid. Demand
at least half of your fee in advance, the
balance to be paid before or immediately
at the close of the affair. If you think
you can demand it, try and get the
whole sum in advance. Many social and
fraternal affairs start out with a big
splash and end up with a deficit, so
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of a highly reliable dynamotor, and yet
which is actually smaller than the standard 120 ampere -hour storage battery
with which it is intended to operate.
The steel chassis measures overall only
14. inches wide, 8% inches deep and
10% inches high, and contains, in addition to the plate dynamotor, a com-

plete four -stage amplifier using three
type 79's, two 37's and one 42. These
tubes are of the 6.3 -volt automobile
class, and are known for their great
ruggedness.
CLASS B AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

The accompanying schematic diagram
shows the circuit arrangement of this
amplifier. A 37 feeds another 37, which
in turn works into a 42, resistance capacity coupling being employed. The
42 is transformer coupled into a pushpull output stage comprising three type
79's. The 79 is a double triode in one
envelope, so the output stage really con-

sists of six tubes. Their elements are
connected in parallel to provide the
equivalent of three tubes in half of the
stage. The unusual method of connection is responsible not only for the 15 watt output, but also for remarkably
clear amplification, the wave -forth distortion being only 7 per cent. This
figure was not merely calculated, but
was measured by means of a cathoderay oscillograph.
Two input posts, connecting directly
to the grid -cathode circuit of the first
37 tube through a half-megohm resistor, are provided. When a regular
double -button microphone is to he employed, the use of a small control box
containing a suitable coupling transformer and gain control is recommended. A high -impedance phonograph
pick-up may, of course, be connected
directly to the input posts on the amplifier.
An unusually large and heavy universal output transformer is contained
in the amplifier. This has two secondaries; one, with 250- and 500-ohm windings, is for transmission line work;
the other, with 4-, 8- and 15 -ohm windings, is for direct connection to loudspeaker voice coils. The three sections
of the latter secondary are instantly
available, being selected by a three position switch on the front of the
amplifier chassis.
THE DYNAMOTOR
The plate dynamotor, which is enclosed in an upright compartment be-

hind the tube lineup, is equipped with
a two-section filter consisting of a 15 henry choke coil and two 8-mfd condensers. The six -volt side is controlled
by a snap switch which also controls
the current to the field windings of the
speakers used with the amplifier.
In connection with the use of outdoor P -A amplifiers in general, the
writer wishes to emphasize the importance of using trumpets. It is highly
inadvisable to use ordinary dynamic
speakers, as they scatter the sound too
much and cause considerable acoustic
feed-back trouble. Trumpets concentrate the sound in the area where it is
needed most.
(To be continued)
Type 42 and 2A5 Tubes
There has been some question as to
the interchangeability of the type 42 and
2A5 tubes. Both types have exactly the
same characteristics with the exception
of the heater voltage. Therefore, any
amplifier using one type may equally as
well use the other providing the heater
voltage is altered.
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WEBSTER-CHICAGO

To you service men who read this advertisement
and think of it in terms of the sound amplification
equipment you are going to sell, which you should,
it may seem like a long haul from the equipment
necessary for a $1,500,000 Exposition Building to

the little 3 tube Amplifier.
In a way it is, but the most outstanding thing about
it is that it places in your hands the kind of selling
talk you may need most in securing whatever job
of sound amplification you're after. To be able to
point out that the unit you are going to use in providing sound amplification for the smallest hall is
the same kind as that selected by the most exacting group of engineers possible to get together, is
a whale of a sales argument.
For this little 3 tube WEBSTER-Chicago Amplifier
is made with the same exacting, laboratory -controlled production methods; the same sound engineering practice that produces installations for
great Exposition Halls.

Nothin' wrong with this boy. If
you ask us he's a tough hombre...
he ought to be
for he was
"Baptized with Fire" at 2700 degrees and he's vibration proof, heat
proof and moisture proof.

...

On that next replacement job try
a CENTRALAB FIXED RESISTOR and note the difference. Good
business too
for the customer
won't be coming back with a

...

THREE TUBE

AMPLIFIER

Type SA -2, for general purpose
public address systems of small
and medium size requirements.

squawk.

Speaker;

At your

Complete with 8" Dynamic
6 ft.

4 ft. cord with plug and
power cord.

jobber...

.

And, this same little

3 tube job should make it
more certain than ever before that you can get into
this most profitable business of Sound Amplification or Public Address, whichever you prefer to call
it, in a big way
with little
money and the certainty of
making such satisfactory installations that your business
will grow and prosper.
Let us send you the Webster
Catalog and supplementary
CHICAGO
bulletins of the finest Permanent; Portable; large and
U. S. A.
small Sound Amplification
units possible to buy.

...

THE
WEBSTER
COMPANY

Rollo Semi«
1.

-e n( .¡p!ú

Centralab
RESISTORS

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

3827 WEST LAKE STREET
MAY,

1934
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ASSOCIATION
Francisco)
We have just received the first printed
issue of the R. T. A. News, put out by
the Radio Technicians' Association of San
Francisco. It looks like real business, and
reads like it, too.
The gang out there made a special trip
to the RCA Communications station, at
Bolinas, California, on Sunday, February
18th. We think one of the fellows thought
the tape in the automatic transmitter gave
stock quotations, and tried reading it. We
were listening to Bolinas on the eighteenth
and the "ditter" had hysterics, to say
nothing of the transmissions.
Who was the guy breaking the tape?
Or was that KEE sending a program to
Koko Head?
R. T. A. (San

M. Additions
Listed below are the new I. R. S. M.
Sections and Chapters recently formed, and
with the names and addresses of the recently elected officers.
I. R. S.

BALTIMORE SECTION

Albert O. Rabassa, Chairman, 2920 East
Baltimore, St., Baltimore, Md.
F. J. Weipert, Secretary, 408 Calvin
Ave., Baltimore, Md.
CEDAR RAPIDS SECTION
Donald Anderson, Paramount Radio
Shop, 1232 5th Ave., S. E., Cedar Rapids.
Iowa.

CHICAGO SECTION
Chas. K. Failing, 3336 N. Oak Park

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Russell V. O'Byrne, Secretary, 7134
Ridgeland Ave., Chicago, Ill.

LAKE COUNTY CHAPTER
Martin J. Findling, Chairman, 426 Clin-

ton St., Hammond, Ind.
Mike Jancik, Sec'y.-Treas., 4245 Johnson St., Hammond, Ind.
COLORADO SPRINGS CHAPTER
Francis M. Harvey, 151/2 E. Pikes Peak
Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.

DENVER SECTION

Wyman C. McKelvy, Sec'y., Federal
Radio & Service Shop, 3022 W. 38th
Ave., Denver, Colo.

KANSAS CITY SECTION

P. N. Connet, Chairman, 4053 Broadway,
Kansas City, Mo.
Fred M. Myers, Secretary, 7439 Lydia,
Kansas City, Mo.

LOUISVILLE SECTION

Wallace M. Smith, Chairman, 2304
Wrocklage Ave., Louisville, Ky.
Allan W. Panke, Secretary, 2205 W.
Ormsby Ave., Louisville, Ky.

MIDWEST SECTION
Ralph W. Pitt, 543 S. Douglas Ave.,
Belleville, Ill.

MILWAUKEE SECTION

Cedric E. Heller, Chairman, R. R. No.
2, Nashotah, Wis.
Wm. E. Hough, Secretary, 1854 N. 27th
St., Milwaukee, Wis.

NEW YORK SECTION

L. Howard Sack, 40 Lexington St.,
Newark, N. J.
Forest B. Arnold, Secretary, 303 Vanderbilt, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BROOKLYN CHAPTER
James L. Kearns, Chairman, 9531 4th

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moe Asch, Secretary, 565 Columbus
Ave., New York City, N. Y.
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QUAD CITY SECTION
R. E. Rote, Chairman, 2016 16th St.,
Rock Island, Ill.

D. G. Erickson, Secretary, 4303 15 Ave..

Rock Island, Ill.
ROCK RIVER SECTION
Floyd S. Ward, Chairman, 1121 18th St.,
Rockford, Ill.
Carl H. Gustafson, Secretary, 542 Merrill Ave., Rockford, Ill.

SPRINGFIELD, MO., CHAPTER

Wayne A. Clay, Chairman, 402 E. Elm
St., Springfield, Mo.
Virgil F. Anderson, Secretary -Treasurer,
3051/2 East Walnut St., Springfield,
Mo.

TRI -STATE SECTION

Ray D. Johnson, Chairman, 118 Jefferson St., Burlington, Iowa.
Byron B. Jeffrey, Secretary -Treasurer,
214 N. Main St.. Burlington, Iowa.

New York Section I.R.S.M.
Another angle on the seasonally important subject of auto -radio will be presented by Mr. Murray Yoemans, of the
Galvin Manufacturing Co., when he delivers a paper on " Auto -Radio Installation and Service" on Monday, June 11.
The Service Forum, conducted by Herb
Zvorist, will be devoted to auto -radio
problems.
Noise reducing antennas are becoming
more and more necessary with the increasing interest in high-fidelity reception,
short-wave and television, and hence a talk
by Mr. Arthur H. Lynch, President of
Arthur H. Lynch, Inc., on the subject of
"Correct Installation of Noise Reducing
Systems" has been arranged for Monday,
June 25. Come and get first-hand information on this important and timely
subject.
Both of the above meetings are to be
held in the Pennsylvania Hotel, 33rd Street
and 7th Avenue, at 8 o'clock, on their respective Monday evenings.

Moe Asch to Represent I.R.S.M.
The Institute of Radio Service Men will
be represented by Mr. Moe Asch, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., on the Joint Standards
Committee of the I.R.E. and R.M.A.
This committee determines standards affecting receiver design, its several members co-operating to standardize the various
parts and the form of circuit and other information so as to be of greatest benefit
to Service Man, Dealer, Manufacturer and
Engineer alike.
Mr. Asch, in addition to being a member of the I.R.S.M. is the secretary of the
Brooklyn chapter of that organization, he
also has conducted business in Brooklyn
for several years under the name of "Radio
Laboratories" and specializes in dealer
service work.
New York Chapter N.R.I.

Alumni Association
The initial meeting of the New York
Chapter of the National Radio Institute
Alumni Association was held in the North
Ball Room of the New Yorker Hotel on
Friday evening, April 27.
Mr. Phillip J. Murray, the Executive
Secretary of the Alumni Association,
opened the meeting and explained the aims

and purposes of the Association and its
relationship to other organizations. Mr.
James L. Kearns, Chairman of the Brooklyn Chapter of the I. R. S. M., and a member of the Alumni, also adressed the meet-

ing.
A charter was presented to the chapter
by Mr. Murray and temporary officers
were elected as follows: J. L. Kearns,
chairman; Forrest B. Arnold, secretary ;
and a financial committee was elected com-

prising the secretary, Louis Giannone, and
Bert Shapiro. These officers will serve
until a regular election can be held.

Service Men Attaining
Professional Status
That Service Men have attained profes,ional and business status in most communities is the observation made by Walter
Jones, Tube Commercial Engineer of the
Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, who con-

tacts Service Men's organizations throughout the country.
"The Real Service Man is certainly
coming into his own," states Mr. Jones.
"He is no longer a radio experimenter,
dabbler or backyard mechanic ; nor does
he work nights and in spare time to pick
up a few spare dollars. The true Service
Man is in business, working full time,
making a fair living.
"That radio set and tube manufacturers
fully realize the changed status of the Service Man is evidenced by the growing collection of technical literature and service
notes being issued. Service Men are kept
posted on circuit and tube techniques by
wide-awake manufacturers.
"And following in the footsteps of the
automobile industry, certain set manufacturers are now appointing authorized Service Agencies or Service Men in various
territories, so that owners of such sets
may know where to secure dependable service. This seems particularly true of automobile radio sets, because this class of
equipment is far more critical than the
home category. Authorized service agencies and the true Service Men are by now
provided not only with the necessary
knowledge and skill, but also with good
test equipment for use both in the shop
and out in the field. Reasonable stocks of
spare parts are also carried for immediate
repairs.
"Too much cannot be said regarding the
splendid efforts of the Institute of Radio
Service Men, in promoting not only the
technical standards but also the business
methods of member Service Men. We can
look forward to a striking merchandising
activity by these fellows who gain access
not only to homes but also to the confidence
of their trade.
"In certain territories broadcasting stations are collaborating with Service Men
in gaining public recognition and support.
In Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh, only to mention a few, broadcasting stations are featuring regular programs on behalf of local Service Men's
organization, thereby impressing the radio
listeners with the value of genuine radio
service. The NRA code as applied to radio
servicing further strengthens the true Service Man in his business and professional
standing, his public acceptance and his
well-earned profits," concludes Mr. Jones.
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THESE ARE
Genuine

OHIOHM
SUPPRESSORS
ACCEPT NO OTHER

Model WP (Plug)

BEHIND THE FINGERS,
THE PURPOSE
skilful and yet fashion nothing of practical importance. They must be
vision of perfecguided by a purpose
tion, the desire to create something better.
It is such a purpose that guides the many
manual operations in the assembling of Raytheon 4 -pillar Radio Tubes. For these tubes
are made by workers steeped -in the watchmaker's tradition of precision. Even the
FINGERS can be

Model Z (Universal)

-a

Model WD (Distributor)

153,000 CAR MILES
Without a failure!

OHIOHM SUPRRESSORS
Have achieved such a record under
conditions of 95' relative humidity,
a temperature of 140° F., and connected in series to an ignition system
operating at the equivalent of 60
M. P. H. for 2,550 consecutive hours.
Also

Available in
Complete Sets
consisting of
necessary
suppressors
and condenser
to fit all makes
of

the vital elements in a Raytheon secure from
damage through vibration.
Every operation through which the raw
materials for these tubes pass, reflects that
guiding purpose. The result is a tube that
performs to perfection under the most rigorous circumstances. That is why police departments, air transportation companies,
polar expeditions and millions of set owners everywhere, use Raytheon 4-pillar Tubes
and nothing else. When you put a Raytheon
4-pillar Tube in a set, you are assured of
perfect tube performance and customer
satisfaction.

RAYTHEON
4 -PILLAR RADIO TUBES

Your Jobber

directly from

THE OHIO CARBON CO.
12511 BEREA ROAD

MAY,

-

cars.

Get them from
or

machines, employed in several stages of
their manufacture, are fashioned for an exthe construction of the
press purpose
4-pillar principle of support which holds

1934

CLEVELAND, D.

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION
55 Chapel Street
30 E. 42nd Street
Newton, Mass.
New York City
555 Howard Street
445 Lake Shore Drive
San Francisco
Chicago
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Volume I Will Be Out of Print Soon!
The supply of Rider's "Perpetual Trouble Shooter's Manual," Volume I, now in the hands of our
distributors in the United States .is very definitely limited!
After the present edition is exhausted, Volume I will not be reprinted. If you or your friends have
not as yet secured your copy-NOW is the time to buy your Volume I.
This valuable Manual covers radio receivers announced and sold up to April, 1931.... Many
millions of radio receivers now in use and which will find their way into your shop are included in this
manual.... Years of service are still in this Manual.... Your shop needs Volume I!
Due to an unforseen accident-many of the plates used for the printing of Volume I

destroyed.
... If you have any intentions of buying this volume-NOW is the time to act.... If youwere
wait too longyou will not be able to secure your copy.

DON'T DELAY
Volume I of Rider's

BUY TODAY!

Manual-as long as it lasts $7.50

Here It Is!
The NEW
Larger-Entirely Rewritten

Servicing Superheterodynes
B1"

JOHN F. RIDER
Now on the press. Ready for delivery in June
The original volume published first in 1931 was acclaimed over night as being the finest, most comprehensive and easy to understand practical volume covering the servicing of superheterodyne receivers.
The NEW revised book announced in this advertisement has been rewritten.... It is better than
the original in every respect.... It is brand new.... Right -up-to-the-minute.... In this NEW book
you will find the most comprehensive explanations of the principles underlying the operation of all types
of superheterodyne receivers-broadcast-short wave-all wave-converters-electron coupled mixeroscillators-wave changing systems-AVC and QAVC used in superhets-demodulators-special circuits,
etc.
The most complete information covering alignment operations on old and new superheterodynesinclusive of special condenser arrangements-will be found in the NEW "Servicing Superheterodynes"
by Rider.... Peculiarities in these receivers accompanied by practical trouble shooting is a feature of
this volume. 200 pages.
Absolutely no service station handling superheterodyne receivers can afford to be without the NEW

"Servicing Superheterodynes."

Price $1.00 Postpaid
Place your orders with us or with your dealer.

1440 BROADWAY
196

JOHN F. RIDER
SAY

You
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the New

NOW

Volume IV

Rider Manual
1040 pages

$7.50
not hesitate to say that Volume IV is the most important of all the manuals
I have issued. Volumes I, II and III found their place in the servicing world as
important aids to the service man... .
"1 do

Postpaid

Volume IV is destined to be more than just an important aid.... It will be a vital
necessity.... I am firm in the belief that because the contents of Volume IV cover
the most scientific and complicated radio receivers ever produced in the history of
the radio industry-its ownership will mean the difference between success and

failure when servicing the 1933 crop of radio receivers.
You will witness a new era in radio servicing during 1934
and it is only the
start of complex radio service problems.... Research laboratories in contact with
receiver manufacturers forecast increased science applied to radio receiver design.
We are passing out of the three and four tube receiver stage-back into the
8, 10 and 12 tube stage with highly complicalted electrical networks.... Hourly use
of radio service data will be imperative...."
John F. Rider

...

No service man, or service organization, can operate effectively without Volume IV. .
. Advances in
radio receiver design have been so numerous within the past twelve months that no ordinary text is able
. Volume IV,
to keep abreast of these new ideas. .
by including receivers as recent as February, 1934,
affords you service data coverage on-dual oscillator systems-bucking bias voltages-automatic noise control-reflexed i -f and 2nd detectors-reflexed r -f, detector and a -f amplifiers-combination rectifier -power
pentodes-electron coupled oscillators-single envelope multi-tubes-automatic noise gates and tuning
indicators-compensated volume controls --continuously variable frequency compensation circuits-phase
shifting tubes-voltage doubler rectifier circuits, etc.

Now is the time to secure those volumes which you lack to
make up the complete series.... You'll need them-every one
of them
and they now are available at the lowest prices.

..

VOLUME

VOLUME

II

800 Pages, $6.50

Combination Manual

III

1185 Pages, $7.50

This volume covers the period between early 1931 and the middle of
1932.
It also includes some older
receivers, which were not available
when Volume I was printed. Pointto-point data is to be found in this

This volume covers the period between middle 1932 and about June
of 1933.
It also includes some old
receivers which were secured subsequent to the publication of Volumes
I and II.
Volume III also contains
some point-to-point data and the
world's only set catalog identifying
about 8,000 models.

volume.

3000 Pages, $25.00
Contains Volumes I, II and III under
one cover. Available in two types.
Without carrying handle $21.50. With
carrying handle $25.00.

All of these manuals contain schematic wiring diagrams, socket layouts, chassis diagrams, voltage data, photographic views, resistor
data, condenser data, electrical values, alignment notes, i -f peaks, trimmer location, continuity test and point-to-point data, etc., etc.
All manuals are loose leaf bound in "instant -removal" type binder and contain cumulative index.

Sold With a Money Back Guarantee

JOHN F. RIDER
1440 BROADWAY
MAY,

1934

NEW YORK CITY
SAY

You SAW IT IN
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THE FORUM
Interference and Fading
Editor, SERVICE:
We have experienced the interference
and fading (condition occurs only at night
during the winter) problems mentioned in
your editorial columns. For example,
there is continued hash from two or more
stations on the same frequencies, stations

fade out to be supplanted by others on the
same channel hitherto covered up (sometimes 3 or 4 programs will be heard in
5 minutes), and particularly annoying is
a 40 or so cycle heterodyne between two
carriers. This makes reliable DX impossible. Further, these effects are not caused
by the receivers as they appear in all sets
used in the same location, so we tell our
customers that skip distance and the 11 year sun spot cycle are the causes.
We have no trouble in separating WGN
and WOR, with cross talk only on high
audio frequencies.
F. R. ASHLEY,
Stamford, Conn.

in lessening this condition.

Therefore it

is always advisable and good service practice to properly align all circuits using a

well -calibrated oscillator and a sensitive
output meter.
So much for broadcast interference.
I would like to hear from some of your
readers regarding their experiences with

what is generally termed "fading distortion." This is a condition that I think
is far more annoying than the aforementioned interference. Then, too, I have
formed theories regarding its cause that
I would like to have corroborated. More
about this in another letter.
H. B. BENNETT,
623 Fairfax Ave.,
Norfolk, Va.
(Have any Service Men experienced
similar interference difficulties in connection with receivers having delayed AVCP
We should like reports on interference
from other parts of the country, too, if
any other localities are suffering from
similar cases. THE EDITORS.)

Broadcast Interference
Editor,

SERVICE:

I have read with a great deal of interest
the recent letters published in The Forum,
regarding broadcast interference, and inasmuch as I have noticed a similar condition in this locality, a report may be in
order to aid in clearing up the mystery (?) .
In the first place I think that Mr. Ralph
P. Worden's letter in the April issue regarding the propagation of skywaves has
pretty well covered that phase of the matter insofar as the sun spot cycle affects the
intensity of signals. (Although I do not
quite agree with one of Mr. Worden's
statements, i.e., "Night reception is produced by skywave only.") Another governing factor, no doubt, is that in some localities the broadcast stations may be at fault,
as pointed out by Mr. J. Glen Kirstie in
the March issue. It is a generally known
fact that the frequency of a broadcast
station, under certain conditions, is likely
to "creep" even though crystal controlled.
True, this condition is restricted to a very
narrow margin and a "creeping" frequency
is not likely to interfere with its frequency
neighbor. We must remember however
that there are hundreds of small stations
throughout the nation that share channels
with some of the larger stations. Under
favorable conditions some of these smaller
stations come through with remarkable
volume and are likely to snatch a vacant
place on the tuning dial when the desired
station has faded to oblivion. This condition is liable to be noticed on any type
of set but as sets equipped with straight
AVC will hang on to a station until it is
practically inaudible, it is only natural
that such sets will be much more susceptible to this annoyance, for the simple
reason that when the desired station fades
to inaudibility, the circuit is thrown "wide
open" and any station lurking in the background on approximately the same frequency will be pulled in, to be blanketed
out again when the desired station swings
back to normal. The same condition would
exist on a non-AVC set if the volume were
pushed to maximum in following the fading station.
A sharply tuned receiver is a great help
I
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Aerial Installations
futitur, SERVICE:
Going over some old files I ran across
a copy of an order issued by the Tenement
House Department of the City of New
York, forwarded to me under date of
June 20, 1932, attached to a covering letter
by John P. Finnerty, First Deputy and
Acting Commissioner.
The order refers to radio aerials on
certain types of apartment buildings and
reads as follows:
"On April 4, 1932, the Governor signed
the Potter-Burchill bill which added subdivision 2 to section 62 of the Multiple
Dwelling Law, and which is in relation to
radio antenna or other wires placed over
the roofs of multiple dwellings. The following departmental regulations shall
apply :
A. There shall be headroom of not
less than 10 feet between the roof and
all portions of such antenna or other wires.
B. Such antenna or other wires shall
be so placed as not to obstruct any required means of access to the said roof.
C. All radio antenna or other wires so
placed above the roof of a multiple dwelling shall be properly supported, and such
supports shall be sufficiently strong and
adequate for the purpose required.
D. No radio antenna or other wires,
or the supports which carry them shall
be secured to any pipe which is a part
of the plumbing or drainage system of
such buildings, or to any portion of a fire escape or other required secondary means
of egress.
E. All radio antenna or other wires
and supports of the same when placed
above the roof of class A multiple dwellings, shall be kept clear of bulkhead doors,
scuttle openings, gooseneck ladders or other
means of egress for said dwelling.
F. All radio antenna and lead-in wires
from same, or any wire which is placed
above the roof of a class A multiple
dwelling, the purpose of which is to carry
an electrical charge, shall be properly
insulated from contact with all portions of
said roof."
Now if we could get this order enforced

I

think it would at least do something

in New York City to solve the unemploy-

ment among radio men. How about some
of the organizations contacting their influential friends on this one?
CARL D. SHORT,
2715 E. Tremont Ave.,

Bronx, N. Y.
be a fine thing if the order
referred to was enforced, not only for the
sake of Service Men and better reception,
but also for the sake of people who use

(It would

the roofs. The aerial situation is absolutely lousy everywhere and it is about
time something was done. Every city and
village should have some form of regulation in respect to aerial installations, and
we would raise a couple of cheers if service
organizations would get busy on this matter in their respective localities.-THE
EDITORS.)

Poor Taste

Editor, SERVICE:
I think the tone of Mr. Burkholder's
letter in the April issue is uncalled for.
I understand the Forum is for readers

to discuss problems and suggestions for
your magazine.
I don't think it is very good form to be
insulting and sarcastic when replying to
some letters published in The Forum.
We can't all be super radio engineers.
FRANK PALMER,

Edgewater, Colo.
(The poor taste rests with us. It is
quite possible that the interference diffi-

culties experienced by so many Service
Men are not apparent in Mr. Burkholder's
locality. Presumably this led him to believe that the entire matter is so much
tommyrot, which, of course, is not the

case.-THE

EDITORS.)

Diagram Improvement
Editor, SERVICE:
An article, "Self -Reading Diagrams," in
the "Highlights" section of the February

issue of SERVICE, requested the reaction of
Service Men toward the Wurlitzer diagram, shown in that issue, with reference
to tube element indications.
This method is better than your previous
diagrams. However, on page 50 of the
same issue may be seen a diagram of the
Spartan Model 82 receiver in which a still
better method of tube element indication is
shown. This method suits my taste better
than any I have seen heretofore, and could
be still further improved if the tube cap
would be indicated as shown-each prong
indication being numbered.
I would appreciate your kindness in putting this type of diagram before the field
for its approval (or disapproval), and if
deemed practical, incorporating it in all
your future diagrams.
THEODORE R. SAYRE.
1136 Woodruff Ave.,
Hillside, N. J.
(What do you think?' Remember that
in some cases it may be necessary to sacrifice "readability"-but then it is a question whether most Service Men find the
reading of a diagram necessary.-THE
EDITOR.)
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Service Engineers'
1934-B REPLACEMENT

TRANSFORMER

pages 81/2" x I1"-fits your price
manual or ready reference file.
8

General Power Transformers

Lists power transformers shown for any set from 4 tube
midgets to I2 tube super -power, 110-120 V, 220-240 V, 50-60
cycle-or I I5 V, 25-40 cycle.

GIVES COMPLETE INFORMATION REGARDING
TYPE

"U"

TYPE

"P"

" UNIVERSAL TRANSFORMERS
units for any of 1997 models of radiosfrom smallest to largest high-powered sets.
5

EXACT DUPLICATES FOR

TYPE

MODELS OF THE MOST POPULAR SETS

500

Auto Radio Multi -Tap "B" power and single and synchronous vibrators.
Class B amplifier and
Amateur broadcasting

"H"

equipment.

'l he most comprehensive manufacturers' catalog of
power supply units for replacements or for new

Also-Outputs, Input
Audios, Interstage
coupling chokes for

set building,

Tube testing micro"F"

TYPE

Throop Street, Chicago, III.
Please send me. without obligation,
and address of nearest distributor.
502 South

Street

your

1934-B

Catalog

NAME

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
502 South Throop

Illustrations-units

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.

phone, Step-down and
Step-up transformers.

"G"

please you.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

every need.
TYPE

will

listed, giving code word, dimensions, technical
description, shipping weight, and list price of each.

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

Chicago, Illinois

Replace Faulty Auto -Radio "B" Packs
with this NEW Pioneer
Model JW Gen -E -Motor

PIONEER Gen -E-Motors
for Sound Amplifiers
High

voltage

D. C. for sound

amplifiers

may

be obtained from

6, 12, 32, and
110

volt D.

C.

power sources

with

Here at last is a complete solution of all
auto -radio "B" power troubles. The new
PIONEER Model JW Gen -E -Motor replaces vibrator type power units on all
popular auto -radio receivers.
It is so compact, measuring only 41/4" high
x 51/2" wide x 27g" deep, that installations
may be made within the auto-radio housing

in the space vacated by removal of the vibrator unit.
Installation is extremely simple. Only three connections and the Gen -E -Motor is ready to bring
noise -free, dependable power.
No adjustments, no lubrication, no servicing to cut
your profits. Guaranteed ONE YEAR(
The Model JW-25 Gen -E -Motor delivers 225 volts
at 50 m.a. with only 3.8 amps. battery drain. The
Model JW-50 delivers 250 volts at 50 m.a. with a
battery drain of 4.2 amps.
List price only
$13.00
ALSO-new compact models, complete with filter,
measure only 5-7/16 x 5.7/16 x 27/s in. Write for
price list.

these

PIONEER

Gen -E -Motors.
Used by leading

amplifier manufacturers for sound truck and other
installations where A. C. power is not available.
Let PIONEER engineers help solve your problems. Write, giving full details of your power
needs, and you

will receive complete power

data

without obligation.

PIONEER D. C. to A. C.

Converters
volts A. C. for operating radio receivers.
sound amplifiers, and electric appliances may be
secured from 6, 12, 32, or 110 volt D. C. sources
with the new PIONEER Converters.
Heavy duty design with conservative ratingsyet offered at remarkably low prices. Write for
110

price list today!

The leading 1934

auto -radios are

PIONEER
Gen -E -Motor

Equipped!

-

Write for full information
Pioneer Gen -E -Motor Corp.,

460-C W. Superior St., Chicago, II.
Send full information about the new PIONEER RaplaeeI ment Gen-E -Motor and net prices to servicemen.
Name

...

Address

My Jobber

MAY,

1934

SAY YOU SAW IT

IN

today!

SERVICE
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THE MANUFACTURERS...
TOBE

CONDENSER ANALYZE2

With the advent of electrolytic condensers, radio sets have been increasingly
difficult to service particularly so during
the past two years because of circuit designs incorporating the use of multiple and
concentrically wound condensers.
;

Many aids have been available to the
Service Man in an assortment of testing
devices which check continuity, resistance,
voltage, current, and other such electrical
characteristics. However, no practical device has been produced to accurately determine the "quality" and efficiency of electrolytic and paper condensers. The Service
Man has encountered much difficulty and
delay in his work due to the unsatisfactory and sometimes unreliable methods of
testing condensers.

a few minutes, thereby improving the ultimate value of the repair job.

The condenser analyzer is furnished
complete with instructions and valuable
data on condensers and condenser testing.
SHIELDED WEATHERPROOF

TUBING

The Shielded Low Capacity Weatherproof Tubing shown in the accompanying
illustration is manufactured by the Lenz
Electric Manufacturing Company, 1751-57
N. Western Avenue, Chicago, Ill. This

tubing, they state, is excellent for shielding the output of signal generators and,
in addition, the small outside diameter permits easy assembly in corner posts of autos
as a shield for the antenna lead-in. The
inside diameter of this low capacity tubing
is 3/16 inch, with an outside diameter of
approximately % inch, and it may be obtained in either 50- or 100-foot coils, the
respective weights of these coils being 2.0
and 4.0 lbs.

teries. The frequency range is from 100
to 13,000 kc, this being gained through
the use of six separate coils covering the
following bands : 100 kc-220 kc, 220 kc-485
kc, 485 kc-1100 kc, 1100 kc-5750 kc, and
5750 kc-13,000 kc.
NEW "DEPENDABLE' SWITCHES
A new line of switches is being produced by the Radio City Products Co., 48

West Broadway, New York, N. Y. These
switches, it is stated, fulfill all requirements for a quality product where demands
are exacting, and they are unusually rugged
in design and construction which safeguards against decrease in efficiency after

continued use.
The discs are made of high grade bake lite with a low moisture content, the electrical conductors are made of a special
alloy giving high conductivity and a small
amount of wear, and the moving arm
makes a positive and wiping contact which
is self cleaning.

ALL -WAVE OSCILLATOR

The Tobe Deutschmann Corporation continuing its policy of close co-operation with
the service field, has spent considerable
time in developing a condenser analyzer
which satisfies the most exacting requirements. With this instrument practically
any commercial paper and electrolytic condenser can be quickly and accurately tested
and its quality directly determined, it is
stated.
The condenser analyzer detects defective
condensers according to the leakage -resistance -voltage method used by the majority of manufacturers in determining the
quality of their products. It is an accepted
fact that a condenser not having sufficient
dielectric leakage-resistance and not capable of withstanding a definite voltage will
not operate satisfactorily.
The fundamental principle of the analyzer is to test condensers under normal
operating conditions. This is accomplished
by means of a specially designed adjustable power supply which is an essential
part of the device. The quality of the
various condensers is determined by a
simple setting of three controls which adjust the circuit for the allowable electrical
characteristics.
The condition of the condensers is directly indicated as good or defective by a
sensitive Neon Glow Tube. This instrument quickly and efficiently locates practically any type of defective condenser
without removing the condensers from the
radio set.
A complete analysis of the entire enndenser installation can be accomplished in
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The Radio Products Company, Dayton.
Ohio, recently announced an all -wave
signal generator-the Series 32-that enables the Service Man to align any radio
set on intermediate, broadcast, and shortwave frequencies. Continuous frequency
alignment without use of harmonics, a
vernier dial that may be used in "flat
topping" intermediates, extremely wide
range of output voltages made available
through the use of a three -section attenuator, unusual stability through the use
of a "high C" circuit, an individually
calibrated chart that is easily read by
hairline sliders, and a switch for unmodulated and modulated signals, calibration

The shaft is entirely insulated from the
contact arm, (bakelite shafts being supplied upon order for ultra short-wave use),
and the capacity between contacts is low.
These units require only a single hole
for mounting (4 -inch bushing), numbered
dial plate and knob being included with
each switch which is individually boxed.
While the switch illustrated here is of the
12 -point type, they may be had in ranges
from 3- to 12 -point in single or multigang up to seven gangs.
"UNIVERSAL" DETECTIVE LISTENING
EQUIPMENT

Detective Listening -in Equipment has
just been placed on the market by the Uni-

versal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., in
a specially constructed carrying case. It
may be used as a portable outfit, or kept in
one location as permanent equipment.
Technically the outfit has two stages of
amplification, a volume control, a high and
low switch, two pairs of earphones and
comes supplied with six microphones of
an ultra -sensitive type.
The instrument is said to be practically
foolproof. There are no complicated adjustments. Plug in the phones and it is ready
to operate. There are 800 feet of lead-in
wire which is so small it cannot easily be
seen or discovered. The outfit has volume,
power and exceptional tonal quality, it is
stated.
LE

being the same for each position, are the
features given for this signal generator.
In addition, the unit, which is shown here,
is completely shielded and filtered, shielded
connector leads being included, while stability is obtained through the use of bat-

BOURG AERIAL TOWERS

A. LeBourg, 602 South 11th Street.
Gadsden, Alabama, has made available a
new type aerial support.
These metal
Aerial Towers, which are light in weight.
may be fastened to any type of roof, without any resulting damage, by means of
the loops in the feet of the support. On
wood or composition roofs staples may be
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LENZ RADIO WIRE

The Most COMPLETE Tube Tester

Products For Auto Set Installation
Three Most Generally Used Items

in the moderately priced class

A NEW LEAD-IN SHIELD
Shielded tubing for auto
aerial lead-in. 3/16" inside
diameter. Approximately 1/4"
outside diameter. Low capacity weatherproofed tubing
with tinned copper shield
applied. Small O.D. permits convenient installation.
many prominent manufacturers of auto radios.

,JAC SO

N

MODEL 427
Direct Reading
Used by

AUTO RADIO SHIELDED CONTROL,
SPEAKER AND BATTERY CABLE
Two to six conductors. Cotton braids on individual
conductors thoroughly moisture -proofed and color coded.
Closely braided tinned copper shield applied overall.
Also supplied with cotton braid over shield.

Every important feature you have wanted in your new testerand more. This tester has been scientifically planned to meet
modern, exacting requirements.

Checks every tube-has line voltage control to assure accuracycomplete neon test for shorted elements and leakage between
Also the exclusive Jackson test system for locating
elements.

TINNED COPPER SHIELDING AND
BONDING BRAID

"open elements."
Precision D'Arsonval type meter with colored scale. Operating
the tester is simple and rapid. Housed in attractive leatherette
case with complete instructions.

Following widths available:
3/16", 13/64", %",
9/16", 11/16"
Used for general shielding and

You cannot afford to be without this Instrument!

bonding purposes.
conveniThe above products are available on spools and coils in
cote ent lengths. Send for Lenz Radio Products (illustrated)
instal Radio
for
Auto
line
loque No. 20 today showing complete
lotions and replacements.

Price

LENZ ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.
1751
OUR PART

$28.40

(Net to Dealer)

See Your Jobber-or Write Today

THE JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
INCORPORATED

No. Western Ave.
Chicago. Ill.

432

DAYTON, OHIO

KISER STREET

SHORT WAVE

CONVERTERS

Sold by

EASY TO CONNECT AND OPERATE
WORK WITH ANY ELECTRIC SET

more

The "MARVEL" for A.C. Sets

A Brand new low priced converter which bring,
any A.C. electric set up-to-date! Connects in a
moment without wiring change. The Marvel utilizes the entire circuit of your present set plus
Power pack making it a super -het all wave receiver.
wave length.
Comes in beautiful bakelite case.

Servicemen
than

!1-200 meters. A source of genuine pleasure --it
Our Low List Price less
lives up to its name:

55.70

tube, $9.50.
Your net cost at 40% off

Any Other

The "SCOUT" for Either A.C. or D.C. Sets
For DeLuxe performance the Scout has no peer. Eitlctent with any make radio. Utilizes a No. 37 tube as
tretiner; and 6A7 Pentagrid converter tube. Gets
Europe easily. Comes in beautiful walnut cabinet complete with boils tubes and 2 plug in coils covering
band from 20-200 meters. List price complete,

Make

1$17.50.
$10.50

Your net cost at 40% off

Bolls switch from s.w. to broadcast band without dis
cnnecting.

ORDER TODAY

from your jobber or favorite Mail
Order House at 40% discount. If
us
he cannot supply you write
direct. Be sure you get our big
FREE Catalog listing hundreds

of IC quality S.W. parts and accessories . . . today!

WARNING

EXTRA!

sure you ask for and get ICA quality
products.
Accept no substitute for the
value ICA offers you. All ICA products
come packed in ICA containers. They never
are sold loose or in bulk.
Insist upon
the container bearing the ICA trade mark
and you will be assured of satisfaction.

Be

Month

Coupled Test Oscil-

lator

SUPERIORITY

INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA
23-25 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N.Y.
Department V-54
The Scout Converter
Send me details of
the Marvel
Send me name of nearest jobber.
Send me your FREE S.W. Catalog.
Name
Address

City

MAY,

--

.....

1934

nr
state

..-,.rm
SAY

You

SAW IT

June

of

only! Clough
Brengle Electron
special

details.

National Union Radio
Coro. of N. Y.
400 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Complete Jobber Stocks

City

IN

SERVICE

www.americanradiohistory.com

tube

tity limited.

Superior Tubes
More Profit
Higher List Price
Free Equipment
Service Aids
Sales Aids

Send me

FREE

chase offer.

on

pur-

Quan-

Get

details about:
S-5

Name

Street
State
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MANUFACTURERS-continued
used to fasten the tower, while for tile or
slate roofs, wires running along the ridge
from tower to tower and passing through
the loops may be used.
In case the
middle of the tower should sag it is easy to
use a third support.
A. T.

R.

FULL-WAVE VIBRATORS

The American Television and Radio Co.,
St. Paul, Minn., have full -wave vibrators of
the inverter and self -rectifying inverter
types for use in 6- and 32 -volt "B" power
units.

JEFFERSON REPLACEMENT
TRANSFORMERS

In their new catalog No. 341-R, the
Jefferson Electric Company announces the
addition of a great many replacement and
manufacturers' style transformers, including audio, input, output, filament, microphone, line and power, as well as a complete line of chokes, radio fuses, and fuse
blocks. Copy of the catalog, together with
quotations, may be obtained by applying to
the Jefferson Electric Company, Bellwood,
Illinois.

"PROD -LITE"

The "Prod -Lite," a new device of the
Radio City Products Co., 48 West Broadway, New York, N. Y., is a complete system to illuminate test prods without interfering with the normal test procedure, it is
stated.

TO

BATTERY

LYNCH AUTO ANTENNA SYSTEMS

The Lynch Radio Laboratories, Inc., 51
Vesey Street, New York, N. Y., has recently introduced an antenna system for
auto -radios. This system is procurable in
three kits; namely, Kit A-1, Kit A-2, and
Kit A-3.
Kit A-1, which is made up of the antenna parts only, is for installation under
the car. It is triangular in shape, may be
folded back on itself, and is fastened to the
flywheel housing and the two rear springs.
The lead-in is taken from the flywheel end
of the triangle.
Kit A-2 is a coupling system that may
be used on existing installations and consists of a receiver transformer, an antenna
transformer, and ten feet of shielded cable,
the latter acting as a low -loss transmission
line.
Kit A-3 is the combination of A-1 and
A-2, giving the complete antenna system,
including insulators, antenna, coupling
cable, and transformers.
The full -wave inverter is designed for
use with a transformer to deliver a-c current for rectification by means of a tube,
such as the 84 type, at a minimum efficiency
of 61 percent, and for use with any circuit
regardless of whether or not the B- is
grounded. It may also be used with just
the transformer for supplying current to
a -c operated devices.
The self -rectifying inverter is of the full wave synchronous type, and is designed to
deliver high voltage direct current when
used with a transformer at a minimum
efficiency of 70 percent. It is usually used
with circuits having the B- grounded when
operated from a common battery supply.
CONDENSER MICROPHONES

Several refinements, involving mechanical
construction and frequency response characteristics, are present in the current production of Model 40C Condenser Microphones by Shure Brothers Company, 215
West Huron Street, Chicago.
All condensers and resistors are mounted
in a catacomb ; and are double shielded,
protected, and mechanically rigid. The
cable to the tube sockets and the output
transformer are the only visible elements.
An interesting feature of the new instrument is "valve -control" of barometric
compensation to equalize performance under varying air pressures. The range of
compensation has been greatly extended.
insuring constant performance under widely
varying conditions of weather and altitude
and improving the frequency characteristic,
they state.
Accessibility of amplifier tubes and the
four terminals for the adjustment of the
output impedance have been retained. They
are readily available under the back cover
which unlocks with a twist of a tiny
chrome lever.
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WECO GENERATORS

The Weco Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

520 Second Avenue, Seattle, Wash., an-

nounce a new alternating -current generator,
in which voltage regulation is accomplished
automatically within the generator itself
without the use of moving parts or resistances. The principle upon which the unit
is based may be incorporated in generators
of any size or voltage, either single or
polyphase, they state.
The generator is a 60 -cycle, 110 -120 -volt,
500 -watt (350 -watt equipment) unit that is
radio shielded and self excited. It requires
no batteries and weighs about 60 pounds. It
can, they state, be used in the open and
under all climatic conditions. A special
cooling system is provided.
KESTER

ALUMINUM SOLDER

The Kester Solder Company recently an-

nounced a flux -filled aluminum solder
which, they say, successfully meets the requirements for proper aluminum soldering.

PATE NT

PENDING

As shown in the accompanying illustration, the lamp socket is clamped to the test
prod, adjustment to any position on the prod
being quickly obtainable; and it is furnished
complete with bulb, flexible cord and standard flashlight battery which is contained in
a case that may easily be carried in the
pocket. An additional feature of the unit
lies in the fact that there are no protruding contacts on the case, a slight movement
of the cover switching the light on or off
as desired.
NEW SHURE MICROPHONES

Shure Brothers Company, 215 West
Huron Street, Chicago, Ill., have announced
three new microphones.
The Model 5B is a two -button full-size
microphone weighing 151/2 ounces. This
chromium plated unit has a maximum current rating of 21 ma. per button and an
equivalent internal impedance of 200 ohms.
The frame diameter is 3 inches and the
frame thickness 11/16 inches.
The Model 3A is a two -button microphone suitable for paging systems, portable
public-address, and the like. The maximum
current rating for this unit is 10 ma., the
equivalent internal impedance is 200 ohms.
the frame diameter is 21/2 inches, the frame
thickness % inch, and the net weight 51/2

ounces.
A maximum current rating of 10 ma..
an equivalent internal impedance of 100
ohms, a frame diameter of 21/2 inches, a
frame thickness of % inch, an overall
diameter of 31/8 inches, and a net weight
of 5 ounces are the specifications for the
single -button Model 2A microphone which
was designed to be used on amplifiers that
will only accompany a single button unit.
e.......................

This solder, which is of special alloy, has
an efficient flux sealed in the core or
center opening of the solder. It is sold
in small tins for repair work, and in one
pound spools for commercial use.

CURTIS CONDENSER CATALOGUE

The Curtis Condenser Corporation, 3601
W. 140th St., Cleveland, Ohio, have released a new catalogue covering their
complete line of electrochemical condensers. A copy may be had free on
request.

SERVICE FOP.

The Ideal, Compact Tester for
AUTO -RADIO and General Use

-

KENYON

Model 403

MULTITESTER
2,000 ohms

Making
Money?

per volt.

ACCURACY within 2 per cent, and
adaptability for all future needsthat's what the new Model 403

MULTITESTER assures you at low cost.
D'ARSONVAL type moving coil. 3 -range
4 -range
0-5-500-2,000.000 ohmmeter.
250-750 voltmeter. Mlcroammeter, 0-500,
for small photo -cell and grid measurements. Crystalline finish case, only 5.ti"
z 8%" a 2%". Etched panel. Complete,

with self-contained batteries.

Are you? Not just a bare living but a really comfortable living?
If not-particularly now that so many old sets must be kept going
-then we have a message for you.

NET $14.95

List $37.50.
KIT FORM $10.95 NET. List $27.50.
Write Dept. 8-5 for FREE Data Sheets
on Radio City Products.

$14.95 Net

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.

Kit $10.95

to Dealers and Service Men.
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M. FREED
page book will prove

to
Servicemen! This 190
be as valuable as your vet analyzer. The author
points out the most common faults to be found
He
in over 500 models of commercial receivers.
simplifies your trouble shooting approach.
You'll save time and money.
"Actual Troubles" la a written record of
Mr. Freed's 9 years of actual experience In
an executive capacity in the service department of one of the largest radio chains in
the country. Compiled from thousands of
actual records taken by the author, and
collaborated upon by several of the leading
servicing organizations in the country.
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SOUND MEANS PROFITS
Make big cash profits . . . sell and rent Publle Address Equipment this
summer to supplement your service work. Your community is packed with live
prospects. Sell them with selections from ALLI ED'S
Sound Equip great listing of permanent and Mobile Here's
a sammeet. Our prices are consistently lower.
ple: It's our 4 -watt "Little Giant" amplifier (illusonly
input,
mike
and
output,
-2B6
phono
trated)
Write today for our FREE
$12.95. less tubes.
book with the new 4 to 50 watt output P. A.

Listings.

SELL AUTO RADIO NOW
(Jet your share
sales.
Its a banner year for Auto Radio
Sell our new All -electric, Single -unit Auto
the profits.
Radios with the latest airplane type dials. Easy to install
free from motor noise . . . unusually ecoin any car .
nomical. There's big money begging to be made every
day this summer with the new ALLIED Auto Radios.
Don't wait. Send for our
FREE catalog. and order
your Auto Radio Demon-

10 days.
Examine this book
decide to keep It, send us $1.00If not, please return it.

SERVICEMEN'S PUB. CO.

Introducing

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
'

by BERTRAM

I
ACtOAL neUOLES

ä:»

transformer requireGet our chart specifying replacement power writing
to us on your
ments for any popular make of receiver, by
and power packs
on
amplifiers
data
circuit
Also
letterhead.
business
utilizing latest tubes.

in
ACTUAL TROUBLES
RECEIVERS
RADIO

COMMERCIAL RADIO
RECnvERS

-

1111113».y3 MI« M
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ALWAYS SAY CURTIS WHEN YOU BUY
CONDENSERS
CORPORATION
CURTIS CONDENSER
3601 W. 140th Street, CLEVELAND. OHIO

COMMERCIAL

Don't fail to repair those old sets
with KENYON replacement transformers. Five types of replacement
power transformers service over 95%
of all sets. One type audio transformer and one type choke service all
sets.
Carry a small stock of these
universal replacement units. Do the
job just once . . . thoroughly . . .
the
profitably
.
satisfactorily
KENYON WAY.
.

Made in any size, style or shape

Ceib,

PRODUCTS

v,

of

Liberty St., N. Y. C.

MODEL 77

strator at once.

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
Universal A.C.-D.C.

BEAUTIFUL 1/10 division New Egert accurate
lash.

reading dial- no backFrequency calibrated
105 -3,000 kilocycles.

range

Audio Modulation

1,000

cycles. Totally shielded.
Etched metal panel. Sure Tip
Jack connection with shield

Write for the valuable new ALLIED Catalog. It's
FREE. In addition to SOUND and AUTO RADIO
Listings. you will find radio's most complete stock of
standard replacement parts, Test Equipment, Build
Your Own Kits. and a new profitable IIne of Worldwide All -wave Receivers. Write Dept. N today for

your FREE

copy.

leads.

Frequency can be read to I/IO
of 1%. Extremely stable electron
eirruit. Supplies both Rad o and Audio Frequency outputs INDE PENDENTLY. Powerful signals available down to 10 meters. The tubes
employed are 6A7 and a '37.
coupled

Write for Complete Information
Price Complete with Tubes
Write for Dealers' Discounts
179-5 Varick

MAY,

list $25.00

WIRELESS EGERT ENG., Inc.
Street
New York, N.

1934

SAY

You

Y.

A1Iíc'dRadíó
CORPORATION
833W JACKSON

SAW IT IN SERVICE

BLVD.,CH CAGO,I
I

LL
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Here's the NEW DAYRAD
TUBE TESTER!
portable, moderately
priced, test all tubes!

Group Subscriptions

The handiest tube tester made. Makes
complete test of all tubes using basic

circuit

as applied by leading tube
Selector switch method and
combination sockets make it very
flexible for future type tubes. Cathode
Release Short Tests. originated by
Dayrad.
Tests all types of Dual
English reading dial. EnTubes.
closed in neat case. Operates on 100
to 135 volts. 60 cycle.
ORDER NOW! This
Only

makers.

modern tube tester
kiwis nothing to be
wanted.
Order
yours
today. You will find it

$22.50

most accurate versatile and convenient
tube tester you have
ever used. Order, or
the

write

further

for
formation.

THE

RADIO

at SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!

25

Cycle
$2.00

additional.

size: 9%" x 8°a" s

PRODUCTS

Ire

Corer, hinging at top. not shown here.

in-

CO.,

125

Sunrise

Place,

Dayton,

Ohio

SERVICEWIEN!
REDUCE THE HIGH COST OF
KEEPING UP-TO-DATE
Here in one inexpensive 28 -lesson post -graduate course
-the only one prepared exclusively for active servicemen-Sprayberry gives ALL the dope on modern
radio servicing. Covers every detail-Testing, Repairing (AVC, short wave, all wave, auto radio, P.A.,
etc.) ; Parts Testing and Trouble Shooting-also tubes,
modernizing set analyzers and selling. No "fluff,"
mathematics or costly bindings-just a pi actical,
how -to -do -it course that will save hours of reading
in scattered sources. Only $10 for course alone or
$ l i
with personal instruction and answers to questions by Mr. Sprayberry.
Money back guarantee.
Write for FREE details!

F.

L.

dJ

SPRAYBERRYu

f1/ V V

Y Y

BRYANT ST.,
WASHINGTON D. NC.

132

"D:V DORM" RESISTORS
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The DIVIDOHM semi -variable rewere the first vitreous enameled units offered for service work.
They incorporate many original feasistors

tures

including

the

patented

percen-

tage -of -resistance scale. DIVIDOHMS
make ideal replacement voltage di-

lugs may
be used without "shorting out" much
resistance.
viders as several adjustable

LEAF
IN THE
1934
RESISTOR

CATALOG
Use the coupon

for your copy!

Ohmite RED DEVIL cement coated
resistors are the leading universal replacement units; starting from scratch
two years ago these resistors have

204

1-Subscriptions (new or renewals) can be
purchased in groups of ten or more for
$1.00 per year each.
2-Subscriptions (new or renewals) can be
purchased in groups of five to ten for
$1.50 per year each.

NEW

COUPON

á

Here are two plans whereby you can save
money for yourself and your friends:

A

OHMITE

SERVICE

You, no doubt, know many other Service
Men who would like to receive SERVICE every
month. Probably several other Service Men
in your acquaintance are already subscribers.

TURN
OVER

T1

ll

The Regular Subscription price for
is now $2.00 per year.

If your subscription is about to expire show
SERVICE to five or ten of your friends. They,
too, will want it. If they are already subscribers, they will want to renew or extend
their subscriptions.
If you wish to extend your subscription at
these savings, get five or ten others to subscribe at the same time.
Be sure to print clearly the name and address
of all the subscribers, and send a check or
money order covering the exact amount,
noting in each case whether the subscription
is a new one or a renewal.

become a prime favorite with servicemen everywhere; their five -to -one factor of safety assures trouble -free operation and eliminates return calls.

All Offers are Subject to Withdrawal Without
Notice

O

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc.

Y Y

M II T lE

Manufacturing Company
SAY YOU SAW IT

19

IN

East 47th Street

SERVICE

New York, N. Y.

SERVICE FOR

SERVICEMEN !

A New Device
A "CHUCKKER" enables radio men to localize any

Do you want an

radio trouble, in any radio receiver, in a few minutes
right in the field. Successful on 1,000 actual service
jobs. Comes complete with instructions and schedule
of flat rate prices which you can quote at once
regardless of the repair necessary. Flat rate schedule
based on $1.50 per hour for labor and list prices for
parts. Introductory Price $1.00 Postpaid.

FREED'S RADIO

CO. (Dept.

5053 Baltimore Ave.

Consider

the

advantages

afforded by the longestablished RCA Institutes

The beginner or the experienced man who seeks instruction In any branch
of radio will find courses designed for him
either at the resident
schools in New York and Chicago or in the RCA Institutes Extension
Coursed for Home Study.
Following Units Especially Recommended to Readers of "Service":

Elementary Radio Mathematics-Advanced Radio Mathematics-Advanced Radio Servicing-Sound Amplification
Resident schools are fully equipped, conveniently located, low weekly tuition rates.
Home Study Courses are on the "no obligation" plan
Free post -graduate
practical training period at a resident school.

T^`

')(

Catalog on Request

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

(Jl

Dept. SV -34

INS

i

Varick Street, New York
1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

E5

CODE

S)

Philadelphia, Pa.

When Seeking
a Radio School

INDEPENDENT
RADIO SERVICE

75

In Memoriam
To an advertiser whose copy arrived too

late-

now has to wait another month before
telling you about his products.
ho

June advertising copy must
reach us by June 10th

Here is your Chance!
Whether you are a member of the Institute or not, Executive Secretary Ken
Hathaway advises that all Radio Service
Men are requested to co-operate in this
nation-wide movement for an INDEPENDENT RADIO SERVICE CODE
by filing the declaration at the foot of

the page.
If the Radio Service Men in your section have not already filed with the
Institute a declaration for an Independent Code for the radio service industry, then this is your opportunity to
join hands with those who have done so,
by either using the reproduction of the
"Declaration Card" which you see below, or by copying it and sending it to
the headquarters of the Institute of
Radio Service, Inc., 510 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Ill. You will thus let
the United States Government know
that the Service Men are capable of selfgovernment and that they are united
back of this Independent Code.
Promptness on your part will make it
possible for your industry to be placed
under independent code control quickly.

INSTITUTE OF RADIO SERVICE, INC.
510

North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.

FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY!
ASSENT TO INDEPENDENT ARTICLES AND CODE FOR
THE RADIO SERVICE INDUSTRY

To The

Institute of Radio Service, Inc.

I believe the RADIO SERVICE industry is entitled to its own
independent NRA Code of Fair Competition. It is capable of selfgovernment, if given this opportunity.
I have been connected with radio service since 19
.
My
business (in 1934) gives employment to a total of
people, including owners.
I am milling to do nay part to bring recovery to the Radio
Service industry. I will cooperate with the Local Code Administration Board when duly elected by this territory and recognized by
the National Code Authority Board. I approve and assent to the
independent NRA Radio Service Code of Fair Competition and to
the Articles of Organization of the Institute of Radio Service, Inc.,
incorporated under the Code of the District of Columbia.

WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTIC
PAPER AND MICA CONDENSERS
RECOGNIZED

FOR

SUPERIOR QUALITY
IN ALL CLIMATES
THE WORLD OVER
SOLD

BY

JOBBERS

LEADING

EVERYWHERE

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
599 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

MAY,

1934

ASK FOR

CATALOG
OF EXTREMELY

COMPACT TYPES
HANDY FOR SERVICE

FIRM NAME

Corporation

Partnership

ADDRESS
STREET NO.

CITY

STATE

Signed by

SAY YOU SAW IT IN SERVICE

TITLE

Proprietorship
Dated

1934
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Neu-A Light to

Guide Your e

Test Prods
OU SEE what you are
1 testing, with the R.C.P.
"PROD -LITE."
A brand new, practical help for

service men. All ready to use.

Adjustable distance clip fits
standard prods. No exposed
terminals.

$150

FREE

INCWDIN
PEWEE

PATENT

PROPS

GONE

VEND,"

I

-

THERE

GOOD

MONEY

OPENIN

IT!

1

EDGE

AS

EMBIES

WO-331,0,7$1G

f"

ERS

WITMOUT
PRODS

We also Manufacture Various Types of Magnetic Speakers
We can Supply and Remedy Your Sneaker Needs

A
mu

It

SPEAKER MANUFACTURERS SINCE

1921

LEOTONE RADIO CO. 63 Dey Street, New York City

SERVICEMEN-

ANew Radolek Profit Guide is
almost ready-Send for it! The
most Up -to-Date, most complete guide to Radio Bargains yet
published. More valuable Data to
assist you in your service work. .
More new Items to stimulate your
business. . . A greater Selection of
Merchandise to provide you with exactly the Items needed. . . More
Sparkling Bargains to boost your
profits. . . And a Faster Service to
enable you to gain and hold more
customers by getting their jobs out
on time.
Make no important purchases of
Radio merchandise, Testing Equipment, P -A Supplies, or Radio Sets
until you have compared our prices.
We lead the world in these lines and
our Values are worth investigating.
Write TODAY for your FREE copy
of the Radolek Profit Guide, using
your letterhead or business card. . .
We cater only to the Trade.

Here is a monthly technical periodical, published by Aerovox, for
radio servicemen, experimenters,
technicians, and engineers, which
gives first hand, authoritative
information on the latest developments in radio and the proper
uses of condensers and resistors in various circuits. Many
instructive subjects appear
regularly which you will be
sure to find especially help-

.

THE

IS

MAKERS OF

$100

West Broadway, Dept. S -S, New York City

Don't Miss

US

ßp881NS

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.

III

FEW GOOD TERRITORIES STILL

REPRESENT

BATo
ERY

Mailed C.O.D. $1.50, plus postage, complete, with standard
flashlight battery in switch top
container (easily carried in
pocket), bulb, cord and deluxe
prods. $1.00 without prods.
Order "PROD -LITE" Today!
Remit in advance and we pay
postage. If not satisfied, return
in 5 days for refund. Distributors-Write for Proposition.
48

-A

ful to you in many ways.

rSend for your Free Sample Copy today. Or, send 50c to cover a one
year subscription (12 issues).

Manufacturers of the Most Complete Line of Condensers
and Resistors for Radio and Allied Applications

CONDENSERS

RESISTORS

WIRE WOUND (Cement Coated)
PYROHM FIXED
(Vitreous Enamel)
FILTER AND BY-PASS
REPLACEMENT TYPES
PYROHM ADJUSTABLE

ELECTROLYTIC
PAPER WOUND
MICA

CARBON
METALOHM GRID LEAKS
Write for the latest 1934 Catalog of Aerovox products.

TRANSMITTING

RADOLEKCo60I-603 W. Randolph Street

CHICAGO

80 Washington St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Aerovox Corp.
206
Allied Radio Corp.
201
193
Central Radio Labs
169
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Clough-Brengle Co.
201
Cornell-Dubilier Corp.
167
Curtis Condenser Corp.
203
Deutschmann, Tobe Corp.
171
Electrad, Inc.
Second Cover
Freed's Radio Co.
205

General Transformer Corp..... 199
Hickok Electrical Inst. Co.
Third Cover

206

SAY

Hygrade Sylvania Corp.
Insuline Corp. of America
Jackson Elec. Inst. Co., The
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc
Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co.
Leotone Radio Co
Lynch Mfg. Co
National Union Radio Corp. of
N. Y.
Ohio Carbon Co., The
Ohmite Mfg. Co.
Pioneer Gen -E -Motor Corp

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

191

205
201
203
201
206
203
201
195
204

199

Radio City Products Co.....203, 206
204
Radio Products Co, The
206
Radolek Co.
195
Raytheon Production Corp
205
RCA Institutes, Inc.
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.
Fourth Cover
196, 197
Rider, John F.
203
Servicemen's Pub. Co.
205
Solar Mfg. Corp.
205
Sprayberry, F. L
193
Webster Company, The
Wholesale Radio Service Co, Inc. 172
Wireless Egert Engineering, Inc. 203
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Only For Today, But For All Time

ELECTRON COUPLED. ZERO TO MAXIMUM OUTPUT
With No Frequency Shift

OSCILLATOR
100 TO 10,000
KILOCYCLES 3000 TO 30 METERS

ALIGNMENT FROM

Without Harmonics
Utilization of Harmonics permits Alignment

Meter-Wave Length

to One
270

DEGREE

I

No.

DIAL-SEVEN
Dial
Dial
Dial
Dial
Dial
Dial
Dial

No.
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
7

100

300
600
1600
3000

4500
6500

RANGES
to
300 K.
600 K.
to
to 1600 K.
3000 K.
to
to 4500 K.
6500 K.
to
to 10,000 K.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

Equip now for complete all time
future service with this master
unit - - - - It Pays
SPECIAL FEATURES:
Permits use of Pure R. F., or 100% Modulated R. F. for alignment by the old (modulated) or new (unmodulated) methods.
When using modulated R. F., output may
be METER READ AT DETECTOR, or any
AUDIO FREQUENCY STAGE.

ACCURATE SELECTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS

Output continuously variable in four ranges
from less than one -tenth Microvolt to over
one -tenth volt.
Built in Standard Antenna Loading Capacity
. Shielded Output Leads.
Line test meter and Voltage Control pervits constant operating voltage.
Indirectly heated cathode.
Tube Type 41.
Minimizes Frequency and Output Variations
with Fluctuations in Line Voltage.
PLATE VOLTS

HEATER VOLTS

Rated

Operated.

Size II a 8 a 41/2"
Using unmodulated R. F., any stage or group of consecutive stage:
may be meter aligned and tested independently.

167.5
10.0

6.3
4.3

the Tube results in almost

indefinite

This light loading of
life and extreme stability.
All coils,
Each Wave Band has its own separate coil
except the one being used are completely disconnected from
the Oscillating Circuits and Grounded.
No Mica Tuning Condensers which change capacity with
variations in humidity, temperature, etc., are used on any interPURE INDUCTIVE
mediate or broadcast frequency range
AND AIR CAPACITY ONLY.
Output Meter automatically connected into the proper
circuit to read Modulated or Pure R. F., Output.

...

...

PLATE CURRENT M.A.

SCREEN VOLTS
167.5
10.0

17.0
.15

SCREEN CURRENT
3.00
.03

Oscillator is Accurately calibrated at the Factory and
this calibration data is included in addition to complete
detailed operaling instructions.
Each

Calibrated Dial permits instantaneous setting of the Fundamental of
Kilocycles.

any

Frequency

from

100

Kilocycles

to

10,000

Harmonics of the Fundamentals of the No. 6 and 7 scales
output to permit ready alignment of Receivers
to One Meter or 300,000 Kilocycles.
have sufficient

APPROVED-GUARANTEED-DESIGNED AGAINST ALL FUTURE OBSOLESCENCE
These Features all combine to provide an Oscillator that will meet the demands for the accurate
servicing of any receiver ever built or that may be expected to be built for many, many years to come.
$51.00
Dealer's Net Price
$85.00
List Price......
West Coast Prices Slightly Higher

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 10516 DUPONT AVE., CLEVELAND, O.
SAY

You SAW IT IN

SERVICE

are pleased to announce that up to May 2nd we had
received over 25,000 dealer applications for appointment as Retail Agents under the RCA Radio Tube Agency
Plan * * * Since the keynote of the Agency Plan is .. .
BETTER DISTRIBUTION
NOT MORE DISTRIBUTION ... we must
necessarily proceed carefully in the approval of Agency
contracts. Even with all District Sales Offices and the Home
Office Headquarters working at capacity, this process of
examining and passing on applications naturally requires
some time. * * * We ask all applicants for appointment
as Retail Agents to bear with us while this arduous task is
being completed.
WE

-

RCA RADIOTRON COMPANY, INC.

CAMDEN

SAY

You

SAW IT IN SERVICE

*

NEW JERSEY

